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1.0
	 SUMMARY
The development of the Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporator heat sinks
which vaporize an expendable fluid to cool a heat transport fluid loop is re-
ported herein. The units developed utilize Freon 21 as the heat transport fluid
and water as the expendable fluid to meet the projected performance require-
ments of the Space Shuttle for both on--orbit and ascent/re-entry operations.
The evaporant is pulse-sprayed by on-off control onto heat transfer surfaces
containing the transport fluid and exhausted to the vacuum environment through
fixed area exhaust ducts.
The objectives of the effort reported herein were the design, develop-
ment testing and extensive system testing of two flight prototype flash evapora-
tor configurations which can meet the projected Shuttle performance require-
ments. The work was performed for NASA-J'SC by the Vought Systems Division of
the LTV Aerospace Corporation under contracts NAS9-1307+ -3.nd MAS9-13506.
Element, component, and system feasibility testing was conducted to
provide basic design data and to verify the approach used for the development
of the two Prototype evaporators. The element/feasibility testing included:
nozzle testing to obtain spray pattern data for use in heat transfer surface
configuration design; spray droplet impingement and evaporation data obtained
to better define heat transfer surface--interface performance capabilities and
interactions; feasibility demonstration of a top-off evaporator system configura-
tion with the evaporator equipped with a long exhaust duct and supersonic nozzles;
system feasibility tests for an evaporator constructed from heat exchanger core
to verify its use as the heat transport surface for the Prototype 2 and 3 units;
and heat exchanger core element tests to obtain design data.
Design trade and optimization studies were performed to identify the con-
figuration and consvruction of the Prototype evaporators. The system approach
selected utilized separate units in each of the dual Freon loops, and employed
load partitioning, between top-off and re-entry units, to minimize potential
Shuttle installation weight and reduce installation volume. Two evaporators con-
structed of 18.5 fins per inch rectangular, lanced fin aluminum heat exchanger
core with a cylindrical configuration were designed and fabricated. The units
were 380 mm (15 inch) in diameter with cylindrical sidewalls 216 mm (8.5 in.) high
with a single layer of heat exchanger core, and were compatible with a number
of spray nozzle designs and deposition rates. The two units had different bottom-
plate configurations so that both solid cone and hollow cone spray nozzles and
1-1
different duct entry locations could be evaluated in test. The Prototype
evaporators weighed less than 2.2 Kg (5 lbs) each. An integrated valve/nozzle
design vas developed which resulted in a hold up volume of Less than 0.15 cc
to minimize ice chip buildup during cyclic operation. A backplate fabricated
from Plexiglas was constructed to aid in visual observation of the evaporators
during operation.
The Prototype evaporators were extensively system tested both individually
and in a Shuttle installation configuration. Early tests indicated flow maldis-
distribution in both evaporators caused by core des.',,n and fabrication anomalies
This was attributed to flow stagnation, at core splice intersections in the cir-
cular bottom plate section. The circular bottom plates were redesigned to
eliminate these flow stagnation areas, fabricated, and retrofitted to the Prototype
2 and 3 sidewalls.
The modified Prototype flash evaporators were then successfu7.ly tested to
verify the design and demonstrate application to meeting the Shuttle performance
requirements.	 The load partitioning approach was demonstrated with evaporation
efficiencies of 98% for both the high and low temperature unit configurations.
Nozzle location optimization testing indicated that the evaporator volume could
be reduced 35% over the "as-fabricated" volume. 	 With the evaporator and "on-
off" controller configured for the Shuttle top-off mode, the evaporator system
demonstrated outlet temperature control within + 1.10K (+ 20F) of the set point
for inlet temperature rate changes of 1.60K/min (2.$0F/min).	 In the Shuttle re-
entry mode, the evaporator system with the two units in series demonstrated con-
trol stability with outlet temperature control to + 1.1°K (+ 2°F) with inlet tem-
perature rate changes of up to 5.50K/min (10°F/min).
x
A failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) was performed for a proposed.
Shuttle flash evaporator system.
	 Fault detection failure isolation equipment
was defined for the evaporator
	 stem.	 The results of the studyp
	Y 	 indicated
that no single failure in the evaporator system would result in a condition that
	 t
does not meet the fail-safe reliability criteria.
The Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporators developed met the objective of
the program and demonstrated the capability to meet the system performance require-
I:
ments for use on the Space Shuttle.
	 The design and fabrication of optimized flight:
representative units which meet the finalized Shuttle installation as well as
performance requirements is recommended as the next phase in flash evaporator
development.
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The Spraying Flash Evaporator is a recent concept for an expendable
heat sink. A device of this type directs a sprayed liquid onto a dry
heated surface where it is evaporated in single droplet fashion. The latent
heat is ,,rovided by a circulating transport fluid which flows through the heat
exchange surface. The Spraying Flash Evaporator provides (1) a simple design
offering high reliability, (2) control by supply rate pulse modulation, (3) low
acceleration sensitivity, (4) capability of nultifluid evaporation, (5) long
life expectancy, and (6) low weight. Because': of these features the evaporator
is a candidate for Space Shuttle use, and its development is being pursued
by NASA.
Exploratory tests were conducted under NASA Contract NAS9-11254 in 1970-
71 to determine the feasibility of evaporation by direct spray impingement on
a heated wall. The tests, demonstrated: (a) that evaporation fluxes of
2.52 watt/cm2 (8,000 BTU/hr-ft2 ) were possible, (b) evaporant utilization of 90
percent for water, (c) transport fluid temperature control of + 3 0K (± 50F) at
a 2270K (4oOF) set point. Reference 1 documents the results of these studies.
Based on the results of these feasibility tests, the design, development
and testing of a laboratory prototype flash evaporator which incorporated the size,
construction, flow and temperature conditions expected for Space Shuttle application -a
was pursued under NASA Contract NAS9--12026. The resulting Prototype 1 evaporator,
shown in Figure F-1 was designed to reject the Shuttle Phase B heat load of 14.6 kW
(50,000 BTU/hr), underwent a successful five week test program that demonstrated
(a) outlet temperature control to 2770K + 3° (40OF + 50 ), (b) dormant to
t4ative operation with no start up or shut down sequences, (c) 95% evaporative
efficiency for water, and (d) performance insensitively to evaporator orientation,
evaporant supply pressure, transport fluid flow rate, or use of active or redun-
dant transport/evaporant system. These results are reported in detail in
References 2 and 3.
To further investigate the basic spray evaporation technology and to im-
prove the fabrication/consi..cuction of the flash evaporator, the.Prototype 2
flash evaporator development program was initiated and pursued under Contract
NAS9--1307+. The objectivea of the Prototype 2 program as initially planned were:
(a) investigate nozzle spray patterns experimentally to find the effect of in-
ternal geometry on droplet size and spatial distribution; (b) study droplet
2-1
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impingement and evaporation phenomena using high speed photography; and (c) 	 1
purs', e design and Fabrication improvements for the Prototype 2 evaporator.
(These included: valve/nozzle integration to reduce the liquid hold-up volume,
u 
the use of seamless drawn extruded tubing to eliminate tube splitting dur-
ing brazing, elimination of salt pot brazing, and improved fabrication tooling.) -
As the Prototype 2 program progressed, the Shuttle heat loads became
better defined at much higher values than originally anticipated, the requirement 	 4
for radiator"top-off" on-orbit with vapor exhaust through a supersonic nozzle
was identified, and dual Freon coolant loop operation was baselined. To accom-
modate these changes,the Prototype 2 evaporator was redesigned based on optimiza-
tion studies which led from the original wound tube heat transfer surface to
one employing ccaL^)act heat exchanger core to reduce weight and volume of the
device. Additionally, the Prototype I evaporator was modified and extensively
tested at NASA-JSC during this program to demonstrate the device applicability
for meeting radiator top off requirements.
	 -
The Prototype 3 flash evaporator program was undertaken concurrently
with the Prototype 2 design to investigate alternate flash evaporator configura- 	 :.
wions and to extensively test both prototype flash evaporators. The program,
performed under NASA contract NAS9-13506, investigated: heat exchanger configura-
tion, exhaust duct configuration, failure detection/fault isolation requirements,
and component/system operational characteristics.
The results of both the Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporator developament	
..
programs have been integrated into this single report in order to present all
data from element/feasibility testing, design optimization studies, and system
testing which are applicable to both devices. The work was performed for the
NASA JSC Crew Systcr.s Division under the technical direction of Mr. Frank Collier
by the Vought Systems Division of the LTV Aerospace Corporation.
T,
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	3.0	 ELEMENT/FEASIBILITY TESTING
Element, component and system feasibility testing vas conducted
during the program to provide basic design data and to demonstrate feasibility
of the approach for the development of the Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporators.
The results of these tests are summarized in the subsections that follow.
	
3.1	 Nozzle Development Testing
The spray nozzle has been demonstrated to be a critical factor in
the evaporator design. Nozzle configurations have been observed to produce
a combined droplet size, distribution, and supply rate such that local accumu-
lations of frost result independent of surface temperature. Additionally,
non-uniform spray patterns, spray adherence to the nozzle face, and evaporant
supply pressure limitations can plague the evaporator operation. During the
development of the Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporators and the Prototype I
modification program, extensive nozzle testing was performed to find an
acceptable combination of nozzle spray characteristics with various configura-
tions of evaporator heat transfer geometry.
The various nozzle configurations selected for evaluation during
the program (shown in Figure 3-1) encompassed a wide range of capacities, spray
patterns, and flow geometries. Nozzles with water flow capacities from 16 to
100 lbs/hr co,.;aistent with expected spacecraft supply pressures were tested.
In addition to ho.Llow cone spray patterns tested previously in the Prototype I
program, nozzles with solid cone we2e evaluated in conjunction with six dif-
ferent potential heat exchanger core configurations. Two techniques were used
in evaluating spray pattern/droplet distribution: (1) "implied distribution"
using the surface temperature profiles of the Prototype I flash evaporator;
and (2) direct analyses obtained from optical observations of a nozzle sprayed
into an evacuated bell jar.
The data obtained from the nozzle testing was reduced and put into
a useful format for the designer having to select a nozzle or nozzles for a
particular evaporator heat exchanger core shape. This data is presented in
Appendix A along with a description of the two techniques used to obtain the
data.
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(a) DELAVAN COOLING TOVER NOZZLE	 (d) SPRAYING SYSTK[ CO. FULLJET NOZZLE
(o)SPRAYING SYSTEM CO. ATOMIZING NOZZLE 	 (e) DELAVAN OIL BURNER NOZZLE
(c) SPRAYING SYST124 CO. FULLJET NOZZLE 	 (f) SPRAYING SYSTEM CO. WHIRLJET NOZZLE
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FIGURE 3-1 SPRAY NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONS EVALUATED
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3.2	 S ra Im act/Va orization Testing
A series of spray impact/vaporization tests were conducted to get a
better understanding of the spray impact/evaporation/surface interface phenomena
under a wade range of simulated evaporator operating conditions. The tests
were conducted in three parts in conjunction with a NAASA JSC consultant,
Dr. J. J. Rizza. The specific objectives of these tests were: to observe, with
the aid of high-speed photography, the impacts of droplets striking a target
placed at various locations within the spray pattern produced by typical flash
evaporator nozzle; to observe, again with the aid of high-speed photography,
the subsequent droplet vaporization process; and to make quantitative measurements
of the superficial heat flux produced by the spray impact/vaporization process.
In the pursuit of these objectives, the parameters investigated included ambient
chamber pressure, surface temperature, spray impact angle, and surface location
in the spray.
The test set-up used is shown in Figure 3-2. A small target, electrically
heated, was used to simulate an evap orator segment. The target was placed in
the spray field of the baseline Prototype 2 nozzle (WDA-14-90° Delavan oil
burner nozzle). A Red Lake camera with a 10,000 fps capability was used to
record the interaction of the droplets with the heated surface.
The first series of tests, conducted in August 1972 under the direction
of Dr. Rizza, were performed at simulated chamber pressures of 133 N/m 2 (l mmHg).
The photographic results of the six test conditions run at camera speeds of
5000 fps showed that: 1) considerable splattering and bounce of incoming droplets
occurred during impact (the smaller droplets were apparently frozen due to the
low chamber pressures); 2) larger liquid droplets formed ice caps while on the
target surface which tended to blow off during droplet evaporation; 3) incoming
droplet velocities were 20 m/sec as predicted. Dr. Rizza's observation and
explanation of the phenomena are reported in Reference 10.
Based on these results and on further data that the Prototype I flash
evaporator operated at 506 N/m2
 (3.8 mmHg), a second series of tests were con-
ducted by Dr. F. K. McGinnis of VSD during March 1973. These test results are
reported in detail in Appendix B and are summarized below. Based on analyses
t	 of high speed photography data, a variety of phenomena appear present in the
impact/evaporation process. At any instant, sublimation, nucleate boiling, ice
cap ejection, and mass agglomeration may be occurring simultaneously. However,
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FIGURE 3-2 BELL JAR ELEMENT TEST SET-UP
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the efficiency of the phase change process appears to deviate from 100%
only under extreme conditions: i.e., surface temperatures sufficiently
high to produce significant droplet bounce and splatter, or surface tem-
perature sufficiently low, and pressure sufficiently high to cause surface
Flooding.	 Based upon spraying heat flux values inferred from target-transient
;•: response, it appears that droplet bounce/splatter becomes significant at sur-
face temperature in excess of 338.71°K (150°F).
	 A surface flooding boundary
is postulated in Figure 3-3 which allows heat fluxes in excess of 63122 J/mP-see
l33 _(20,000 BTU/ft 2—
 hr) at a surface: temperature of 277-59 0K (40p F).	 The range
of 100%-efficien-u operating condition is quite wide.
A third series of tests were conducted under direction of Dr. Rizza
in August 1973 with much lower camera speeds (600 fps) in order to observe the
evaporation phenomena in more detail.
	 In addition, a target constructed of cold
plate heat exchanger core was used to better simulate the type of surface
	 3
expected in the evaporator.
	 Formation of bubbles in the larger liquid droplets
on she surface which grow and eventually blow tk€c.. droplets to pieces were noted
at normal evaporator surface temperatures.
	 It was also observed that the lower
	
i
the target surface temperature, the better the liquid droplet spreads and wets
a
the surface.	 At higher temperatures, an impacting droplet tended to break
¢a apart locally during the initial evaporation with the net effect of producing
^r
3
greater we-i..ing of the surface and increasing heat transfer.
	 Details of these	 j
tests are presented by Dr. Rizza in Reference 10.
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Top-Off Evaporator Feasibility Testing
Simulated Shuttle active thermal control system testing was conducted
at MA Johnson Space Center during the summer of 1973 using a modified Proto-
type I Flash Evaporator as an expendable cooling device. The system.tested,
shown schematically in Figure 3
-4, included 8 modular radiators, simulated fuel
cell water supply, water storage tank, and an expendable cooling device. The
modified Flash Evaporator was to demonstrate feasibility of the device applica-
tion to Mop-off" the radiator system during adverse orbital conditions and to
dump excess fuel cell water produced during the mission. (The excess water is
dumped on command from a water tank sensor which changes the mix temperature of
the radiators.)
The 14.6 kW (50,000 BTU/hr) Prototype I evaporator was modified during
1.
	 6the program to provide .69 kW (l ,000 BTU/hr} of radiator top-off cooling. The
exact performance requirements and flow conditions the device had to meet were:
Transport Fluid Requirements:
Fluid : Freon 21
Flowrate : 1000 Kg/hr (2200 lb/hr)
Heat Load Range: 0 to 4.69 kW (0 to 16K BTU/hr)
Inlet Temperature Range : 277.5 to 2940K (W to 70°F)
Redundant Transport Loop Capability Required
Evaporant Fluid Requirements:
Evaporant Deionized Water
Flowrate 7.26 Kg/hr (16 lb/hr)
Supply Pressure : 0 to 3.5 Kp/cm 2 (0 to 50 psig)
Supply Temp : ambient 275 to 305°K (350
 
to 900F)
Evaporator Chamber Operation Pressure : 5.2 x 10- 3 Kp/cm2 (3.8 mmHg)
Redundant Evaporant Supply Valve Capability Required
A Delavan 4.0-8-90° spray nozzle was selected and integrated into the metering
valve to provide the proper spray distribution to achieve the desired performance.
The backcone was modified to reduce overall evaporator volume to simulate the
top-off device size expected on an actual design. Additionally, the evaporator
	 °.
was outfitted with a 75 mm (3-in) diameter by 1.83 m (6-ft.) long duct with
two 450 bends to simulate Shuttle installation. Transport fluid lines were
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attached to the duct to prevent ice from depositing on the exhaust duct walls.
a	 The modified flash evaporator as installed in the NASA-JSC Chamber A is shown
in Figures 3-5 and 3-6. Supersonic, plug, and sonic vapor exhaust nozzles,
stzjwn in Figure 3
-7, were mated to the end of the duct to evaluate water vapor
plume back-scattering on Shuttle surfaces.
The active thermal control system testing wqs performed under NASA con-
tract NAS9-10534 and has been reported in detail in References 4, 5 and 6. The
following is a summary of the pertinent results which are considered germane to
the Prototype 2 and 3 development programs. The testing consisted of limit-case
performance profiles and typical mission heat loads and environment conditions.
The results of the Flash Evaporator operation are summarized in Figure 3-8 and
Table 3-1. The test results demonstrated: (1) outlet temperature control with a
set point of 278 .6°K (420F) with a temperature range of 2760 to 280°K (370 to
440F); (2) efficient operation with 100% evaporation efficiency for evaporator
and exhaust duct combination; (3) stability of the evaporator control system for
rapid transient changes in inlet temperature due to radiator mix temperature change;
(k) repeated dormant to active device operation on command of the outlet tempera-
ture sensor; and (5) the evaporator performance is insensitive to the type of
vapor exhaust nozzle utilized. The exhaust nozzle test data indicated that water
vapor impingement could be reduced by a factor of 3 to 10 using a supersonic
nozzle and by a factor of 25 to 100 for the plug nozzle over a sonic nozzle con-
dition.
The testing verified the concept of the active thermal control system
utilizing a flash evaporator to "top off" the space radiators. Based on these
tests, the Shuttle baseline thermal control system was modified to include the
"top off" evaporator to provide thermal control and to manage excess water.
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TABLE 3 -1 FLASH EVAPORATOR PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 	 --
tN
SUPERSONIC EXHAUST NOZZLE
TIME
AVERAGE
WATER
FLOW
LB/HR
DUCT
INLET
OF
F. E.
INLET
OF
F. E. OUTLET
TEMP. OSCILLATION
RANGE, of
MAX F. E.
INTERNAL
PRESS., MM
CYCLE
TIME, SEC
ON OFF
18:10 2.0 44.1 44.0 39.5 TO 41.5 3.0 5 30
19:04 16.0 72.9 69.9 42,2 3.56 -- --
20:05 8.3 56,3 54.9 39.9 TO 41.5 3.31 14 15
20:35 5.1 48.4 47.7 39.0 TO 40.8 3.1 8 22
21:31 2.8 44.7 44.4 37.9 TO 40.8 3.0 7 35
22:00 15.7 71.0 68.5 42.6 3.35 -- I	 --
AVERAGE H FG : 1030 (WITH DUCT)
950 (WITHOUT DUCT)
SONIC EXHAUST NOZZLE
TIME
AVERAGE
WATER
F I_CW
LB/HR
DUCT
INLET
OF
F. E.
INLET
of
F. E. OUTLET
TEMP. OSCILLATION
RANGE, O F
MAX F. E.
INTERNAL
PRESS., MM
CYCLE
TIME, SEC
ON OFF
8:52 15.8 72.3 69.7 42.2 4.1 -- --
9:09 8.0 54.4 53.5 38.8 TO 40.4 4.08 15 15
9.44 5.3 48.4 47.5 38.4 TO 39.0 3.89 11 22
10:14 2.9 44.1 43.8 37.5 TO 40.2 3.78 7 33
10:37 1.6 42.2 42.4 38.1 TO 40.8 3.71 5 42
11:15 16.0 74.6 71.9 44.4 3.98 --
AVERAGE H FG : 10251WITH DUCT)
9401WITHOUT DUCT)	
NOTES: 1. F.E.- FLASH EVAPORATOR
2. HFG - H2O LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION, BTU/LB
... 	 .^	 ...	 ..	 1.	 .	 ..	 I	 I
u
3.4	 Cold Plate Evaporator Feasibility Testing
After thorough review of Prototype T wound tube design and fabrication
a
approach, an evaporator weight reduction and fabrication simplification program
was undertaken in October 1973 by the application of current state-of--the-art
cold plate heat exchanger technology. 	 Element and system feasibility tests
utilizing surplus lunar module cold plate heat exchangers were undertaken to
demonstrate the validity of the design approach, and to identify any potential
problem areas.
Element tests demonstrated the cold plate evaporative capabilities for
single and double layer heat transfer surfaces. 	 The system tests using the cold
plate evaporator shoFm in Figure 3-9 demonstrated device operation for non--optimum
designed core with a 4 to l weight reduction per unit heat transfer area when
i
compared to the Prototype I device. 	 Additionally, the cold plate evaporator dem-
onstrated: high evaporant efficiencies, insensitivity to exhaust port location,
E; operation with both hollow and solid cone nozzles, and operation with on/off and
predictor/corrector heat load control techniques.	 Based on the results of this
testing, the baseline evaporator design for the Prototype 2 and 3 was changed
Is from the wound tubular configuration to one utilizing a cold plate surface con-
figuration.	 ]Detailed results of the cold plate evapor ator testing are described
LL
in Appendix C.
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3.5	 Heat Exchanger Core Element Testing
Based"-o' n the results of element and system testing described in Section
3.4 and Appendix C, the Prototype 2 and 3 designs baselined the use of compact
heat exchanger wore fdr the heat transr.r surface in order to reduce weight and
simplify fabrication.
	 Th.- heat exchanger core selected underwent a series of
element tests in early 1974 to verify performance data and to investigate various
methods of manifolding.
	 These tests are described in this section.
3.5.1	 Pressure Drop Tests
Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporator heat transfer surfaces baselined
United Aircraft Products fin material designated as G-core (18.5R - .1/.1-1/8
(L)-.005).	 G-core is a rectangular, lanced fin core and can be flowed through
parallel to the fins (EASYWAY) or -perpendicular to the fins (HARDWAY).
	 EASYWAY
flow results in the lowest pressure drop but is susceptible to flow maldistribution.
HARDWAY flow appears very uniform across the flow width and although the pressure
ab drop is significantly greater than EASYWAY, the magnitude was uncertain. 	 Therefore,
tests were conducted to verify the available EASYWAY pressure drop data and
determine the HARDWAY pressure drop.
The test was conducted on a one foot square piece of G-core initially
T 7
r manifolded to flow EASYWAY. 	 Water was used as the system fluid to	 create	 pressure
drops which were readily measureable.
	 A U-tube manometer containing Mariam blue
(s.g. 1.75) was used to measure all the EASYWAY flow pressure drop. 	 Figure 3-10
shows the pressure tap locations for EASYWAY flow.
For the HARDWAY flow, the test panel was configured as shown in Figure
3-10(b).	 This configuration involved cutting off the EASYWAY manifolds and original
core close-outs which reduced the overall panel size. 	 The pressure taps were
located on the panel centerlines with 76.2 mm (3 int; -.-) sepaxation. 	 Only pressure
drops (HARDWAY flow) between taps 1, 2 and 3 could be measured with the manometer-,
all other pressure drop measurements were made with two Bell and Howell pressure
transducers	 with digital readout.
The test results for the EASYWAY flow are shown in. Figure 3-11 compared
to manufacturer's available data.
	 Limitations on the pump prevented obtaining
data in the high flow range, however the data obtained is sufficient to verify
P;
the available data.
	 The larger deviation between available data and the VSD test
data at th-_ lower flow rates can be Partially attributed to the accurac y, of the
IT"
instrumentation measuring these small pressure drops (0.7 p/cm2
 or .01 DSi).
T
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FIGURE 3-11 TEST ARTICLE EASY14AY PRESSURE DROP
Lo
The EASYWAY flow core pressure drop is very low as reported by the manufacturer's
data and is recommended for EASYWAY pressure drop calculations.
Figure 3--12 presents the HARDWAY flow tors- pressure drop measured by
VSD. The data has been corrected to reflect the smaller dimensions of the HARDWAY
panel. The VSD tests measured HARDWAY pressure drop is 650 times greater than	
e.
the EASYWAY pressure drop at a flow per unit width of .263 gm /sec/mm ( 53 pph/in.).
The HARDWAY pressure drop is very large and its use should be avoided where small
pressure drop is desired.
Since the HARDWAY pressure drop was 20 tames larger than expected, a cursory
look was undertaken to determine causes of the high pressure drop. The best
estimate of a HARDWAY hydraulic radius krh
 ^) is .115 mm ( . 0003788 ft.) versus
1.613 mm ( . 005292 ft.) for EASYWAY, a factor of 14. Inspection of typical lanced-
fin material revealed burrs and metal smears which would tend to decrease the flow
cross-section and increase pressure drop. The test panel probably has a similar
burr problem. The test apparatus is verified by the EASYWAY data and the AP
transducers were checked with the manometer. The HARDWAY pressure drop for the
G-core should be considered 650 times the APEW.
3.5.2 Conductance/Evaporation Testing
The test article described above was tested in Vie EASYWAY configuration
to investigate core conductance (UA) as a function of evaporant flowrate and
coolant outlet temperature, and to look for flooding, cold spots and other signs
of flow maldistribution. The 0.093 m2
 single layer heat exchanger core was
tested with Freon 21 as the transport fluid. Two manifold configurations were
evaluated: Configuration 1 is flow in and out adjacent corners and configuration
2 is the flow in and out diagonal. corners. Flow-rates ranged between .756 and
3.024 kg/sec (600 and 2400 pph) with inlet temperatures from 281.4 to 322
degrees Kelvin (47-120°F). Evaporator flow was constant at .02 kg /sec (16 pph)
with a 4 . 00-B-900 nozzle, with a 259932 N /m2 (23 psig) supply pressure. The
nozzle was positioned in the center of the plate at a height of 305 mm (12 inches)
for a series of runs and then lowered to 178 mm ( 7 inches) to have total spray
impingement on the core.
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Figures 3-13 and 3-14 present the test data for the onset-of-icing for
configurations 1 and 2, respectively. Onset
-of-icing was calculated based
on the core conductance of Figure 
_i
-15, the evaporation rate data of Figure
3-16 and solving the following equation for outlet temperature.
mCp(Tin - Tout ) - UCORE (1^out - Tsurf) - UEV'.AP (Tsurf - Tset)
(UEvAP is calculated from the slope of the evaporation line of Figure 3
-16
and is equal to 11626	 K or 2045 BTU/hr-ft2-°F).
Agreement between calculated Tout for icing and the test data demonstrates
that the core conductance and evaporation data are known to sufficient accuracy
to predict when icing will occur and that Figures 3-15 and 3--16 can be used for
design calculations. The spray deposition rate corresponding to Figure 3-13 and
3-14 was 0 . 0136 Kg/sec-m2
 (8 pph/ft 2 )(maximum) evenly sprayed over the entire
surface. The spray deposition in the form of a calculated surface temperature
versus heat rejection capability is presented. in Figure 3-3 to show agreement with
the previously defined flooding boundary in Section 3.2
A device capable of evaporating 0.0136 hg /sec-m2 (S pph/ft2)
(maximum) spray deposition can evaporate a much higher spray rate if the outlet
temperature is allowed to increase. For example, if the outlet temperature is
used, as the basis for determining the maximum spray rate and is allowed to increase
from 277 . 50K P0°F) to 294°K ( 70°F) while a constant water saturation temperature
of 2721K (30°F) is maintained, the spray rate can be increased 4 times
[ M-30 )/( 40-30) ] . The proper size nozzle was not available to provide the high
spray deposition rate desired. To get the heavier spray, the nozzle was lowered
to seven inches above the plate. Figure 3
-17 presents the test data for the nozzle
at seven inches from the core in configuration 1. The disparity between pre-
dieted and measured Tout is due to uncertanity in the concentrati on of the spray
in an annulus about the plate center while the corners received no spray.
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	E	 3.6	 Waste Water Eva orator Feasibility Testing
i
A test was conducted on 23 April 197+ to determine if the flash evaporator
E
can be used to dump waste water and to define those problem areas that need solving
by application of a waste water evaporator in the Space Shuttle. Approximately 27Kg
(60 lbs) per day of waste x,ater is expected to be generated by the Shuttle occupants
and consideration is being given to dumping this waste water through the
3
evaporator. Advantages of flash evaporator use include elimination of a special
	
f	 dumping system andyor holding tank system with the subsequent overall weight
savings. The Shuttle waste water has been estimated to be 50 percent urine and
F
	
F	 50 percent waste water.
Spraying of a waste water evaporatt composed of 50 percent urine and
50 percent distilled water (collected within 24 hours of test) in the cold plate
evaporator described in Section 3.4 was performed with the following specific
i
objectives.
(1) Determine if particulate matter gets into the exhaust stream
(2) Investigate the filtering requirenents of a waste water evaporator
(3) Investigate the amount of particulate buildup on the nozzle
and cold plate surfaces
(4) Determine the effect on performance of particulate buildup on
evaporator heat transfer surfaces
Approximately 13.5 KS (30 1bs) of waste water was evaporated by the coldplate
evaporator during 2 hours and 20 minutes of testing. Operating at an inlet tempera-
ture of 308°K (950F), the transport fluid was cooled to 280°K (45°F ) with evaporation
efficiencies between 87 and 92 percent. The impinging spray caused a froth and
left a residue on the heat transfer surfaces but no trend toward performance de-
gradation was noticed. Further investigation is recommended, however, to determine
if residue does effect performance after Mended operation.
F
The valve/nozzle/filter showed no buildup of solids or malfunctioning as
s:
a result of waste water flow with a 60 v filter only, a 60 u and 10 u in
series or pulsing spray operation. A yellowish brown liquid was collected in the
baffle trap and did not freeze or appear to evaporate.
Since the test did not simulate the extended operation of Shuttle usage,
the clean--up also did not simulate the actual amount of residue or the time the
residue stays on the heat transfer surfaces before clean-up is initiated.
	
F .'	 Deiails of the test are presented in Appendix D of this report.
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	 PROTOTYPE 2 AND 3 DESIGN
The flash evaporator has undergone an evolutionary process in which the
s
c
important criteria of weight, volume, and cost have been reduced while retaining
high efficiency.
	 The Prototype 2 unit design was initially planned to be a
s.
- refinement of the Prototype I wound tube device with improvements in fabrication
te--hnique, nozzle performance, valve/nozzle interaction, and reduction in volume.
The design of this device is reported in Appendix F. During the final design review at
NASA in March 1973, it	 to forego	 this	 however,was decided	 fabriL!.%tion of	 unit,	 since
heat load requirements of the Shuttle had become better defined at higher values, and
the need for a top-off evaporator to supplement radiator heat rejection became iden-
tified.
	 It was also desired to optimize tie device weight by fabricating the unit
from state-of-the-art compact heat exchanger core based on the results of the analysis
u
of Ref. 2 in 1972 and the cold plate evaporator testing reported in Section 3.2.
The design of the Prototype 3 evaporator was undertaken concurrently with
the Prototype 2 unit to investigate alternatives to device^as well as syst=m,con-
figuration.	 During these design studies, the Shuttle Freon Coolant Loop also
evolved from a single loop operation (with a completely redundant loop in a standby
mode) approach to a dual loop operation (two identical fluid Loops operating
' continuously) concept.	 Design considerations used to evolve the Prototype 2 and 3
designs which meet the dual Freon loop heat rejection requirements for the
Shuttle are described in this Section.
4.1	 Design Requirements
The baseline and alternate Shuttle Freon coolant systems in consideration
during the period of Prototype 2 and 3 evaporator design are shown schematically in
Figures 4-1 and 4-2.	 The evaporator performance requirements, tabulated on these
figures, indicate	 a wide range of temperature conditions and flow conditions to
be accommodated by the Prototype 2 and 3 designs in order to simulate the potential
Shuttle application of the devices.
4.2
	 Load Par-^itioning
In addition to the thermal performance requirements, the on-orbit water vapor
generated by the evaporator must be ejected overboard from the Shuttle through
"non-reacting" supersonic nozzles located on either side of the Shuttle. Connecting
the non-reacting nozzles is a stem duct which is attached to the evaporator.
i
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Preliminary design studies indicated that a significant weight reduction
of approximately 27 Kg (60 lbs) in the evaparator and in the steam exhaust duct
could be made by "Partitioning" the load between evaporators connected in series.
This approach utilizes two evaporator units connected in series in each Freon loop
as shown in Figure 4-3: the upstream unit, or high temperature unit (HTU), is utilized
only during the ascent/re-entry portion of the mission and cools the Freon from
its maximum temperature to an intermediate temperature; the downstream unit, or
low temperature unit (LTU), is utilized during ascent/re--entry portion of the mission
to cc-31 F eon from the intermediate temperature to the required outlet temperature,
and during orbit to provide all the evaporative cooling of the Freon. The LTU
is connected to the . non-reacting duct/supersonic nozzle system to exhaust water vapor
while the HTU's are connected to a short overboard duct since there is no require-
ment during ascent/re-entry for thrust nullification.
The primary advantage in load partitioning the flash evaporator system is
a reduction in overall weight and volume. The higher outlet temperature of the
HTU results in greater evaporation potential of the unit and, thus , greater spray
deposition per unit area of heat transfer surface is obtained. Additionally, as
can be seen in Figure 4-3, the amount of duct weight is reduced b cause the HTU
duct installation has shorter lengths of the large diameter duct.
The approach taken in the design of the Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporators
was to baseline load partitioning. The use of identical configuration high mid low
temperature units for potential shuttle installation was also baselined in order
to reduce hardware design and verification costs. For
identical HTU and LTU configurations, optimization of load partitioning can be
obtained from the curves in Figures 4-4 and 4-7. From Figure 4-4, the optimum
HTU outlet temperature (and thus LTU inlet temperature) can be determined based on
system inlet and outlet temperature. Thus heat load s plit between the HTU and LTU
can be obtained from Figure 4-5. For example, for a system inlet and outlet tem-
perature of 332°K and 277.4°K (120°F and 400F), the optimum HTU outlet temperature
would be 288.. 6°K (600F).
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4.3	 Design Trade Studies
t Design trade off studies were performed for the Prototype 2 and 3f
flash evaporators in order to evolve optimized units consistent with weight,
cost, and availability of materials. The design variables considered for
this design study and selection rationale are listed in Table 4-1. Included
I
on Table 4-»1 in the comment column are the factors which affect the design 	 ••
selection. The study variables consisted of: core configuration, unit shape,
core redundancy, spray deposition rate, and nozzle configuration.
Because the Shuttle flash evaporator system performance and configura-
tion requirements were not firm at the time of the Prototype 2 and 3 design,
it was decided that the resulting designs should possess "building block"
	 '.
flexibility so that any number of configurations and design variables could
be evaluated in the test program. The criteria for selecting the various design
choices reflect this approach.
The heat transfer surfaces considered for selection included: the wound
tube approach used in the Prototype I unit; rectangular and triangular fin compact
heat exchanger core; and pin fin heat exchanger core. The wound tube heat transfer
	 ..
surface was discarded due to its high weight and the state-of-the--art of brazing the
wound tubes as described in Appendix F. The feasibility of using compact heat exchanger p',
core was analyzed in Ref. 2 and proven in the tests described. in Section 3.4.
Of the heat exchanger cores considered, the availability of the Kays and London
(Rex. 11) and the Shah and London (Ref. '2) cores with structurally sound fins of
aluminum to withstand the 380 psi Shuttle Freon system operating pressures was un- 	
i
certain. After discussion with various heat exchanger vendors, the 18.5 fins per inch
rectangular core was selected due to its good performance, eve. 4.18L.I lity, optimum
weight and manufacturing lead time. This heat exchmger underwent a series of
element tests to verify performance with the results reported in Sect-ion 3.5.
The various shapes that the flash evaporator unit could take included: 	 d.	 ^
rectangular, octagonal, and cylindrical (or round). The cylindrical unit was
selected due to the inherent low weight and volume, and due to the flow path
flexibility in the event multipasses were needed in the core.
f;	 The dual loop operation of the Shuttle Freon coolant loop provided the
`-	 flash evaporator system opportunity to operate with either single or two core
layer. With a single Layer core design, the two Freon loops would flow through
­T TMTtr	 rnm&wvrrc	 C LT FrT1nN	 nATMMAT.r
Core 18.5R- .1/.1-1/8(L)-.005 + Available, off-the-shelf
+ Performance of inner layer with low AP /t
Yes Good performance, Availa-
bility, cost, and schedule
- Redundant (outer layer) operation not feasible
- Wt/ft2 (wet)-2.0 lb/ft 2 (dry)=1.0 lb/ft 2(2 layer core)
• Fluxless braze S.O.A.
• Available in Al and Ni/SS
Kays & London 46.45T - + Performance of inner layer with AP/C No
.1 - .002 • Fluxless braze S.O.A.
• Wt/ft 2 (dry)	 .85 lb/ft 2 (2 layer core)
- availability uncertain
- Al & Ni/SS availability uncertain
- Redundant (cutler layer) operation not feasible
Shah & London
36.858-.026-.001
Same as Kays & London except:
+ Wt/ft2(dry) .4 lb/ft 2(2 layer), .75 wet
No
+ Operation with redundant core possible
Pin Fin + Available off-the-shelf No
Wound Tube + Operation with Redundant core same as primary No
+ Available (Stock in hand)
- Wt.(dry) 4.0 lb/ft2 ,	 (wet)(5.0 lb/ft2)
- Can't be fluxless brazed
- Braze separation of flow passages
F.E. Shape Rectangular + Cost No Lowest weight and volume
+ Tooling time units
- Volume, area, weight
- Less flexible for flow split , (2,4 flow paths)
Octagonal - Cost No
- Tooling time
+ Lover volume, area, weight
- Less flexible for flow split (2,4,8 flow paths)
H
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- = Disadvantage
+ = Advantage
w	 ^r-
.rr..	 99.	
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TABLE 4-1 (Cont'd)
I
N
O
VARIABLE
	 SELECTION POSSIBILITI&S
	
COK%ENTS
	 SF1.F.C7TON	 RATTONATY
F.E. Shape Cylindrical - Cost Yes
(Cont'd) + Lowest volume, area, Weight
+ Most flc..ibility of N of flow paths
Core 2 Layer core F-21 F.O. Spray across, core sized for Qt either loop at 1 No Minimum weight since
Redundancy In Single Device loop flow; nozzles spray 1/2 time at full load redundancy not needed
for Qt/2 capability
+ F.O. capability for Qt in single loop
- Larger volume & weight since only 1/2 capability
of core used
I Layer core need 2 Spray from 1 side, sized for Q t/2 for each loop, Yes
Devices for Operation, nozzle spray full time; Qt/2 F.S. load
F.S. + 112 weight, .T volume of 2 layer
- F.S. capability of Qt/2
- More vapor ducting required
Same N valves/nozzles as 2 layer
Spray lwen, Single Unit + Proven ability to control outlet temperature No Load partitioning is
Deposition - Larger device (area, weight, volume) lighter weight, evalua-
Design + Single fluid temperature sensor for control tion of even and uneven
+ Proven controller design spray vith effect on con-
+ Simple core geometry and flow path selection trol.
Even, Multiple Units . Same comments as for even single nozzle Yes
Load Partitioning + Smaller volume, less area
:'neven, Single Unit + Smaller device (area, weight, volume)
(increase Q/A eff by 50% for 2:1 ratio)
No
- Have not demonstrated with controller
- Core geometry flovpath selection becomes important/
intricate
Uneven, Multiple Units Same comments as for Uneven, Single Nozzle Yes
Load Partitioning - Multiple nozzles/valves cost more
Nozzle Hollov Cone + Same spray deposition at high & lov flowrates
+ Applicable to top-off & re-entry designs
Yea Aeoirable to build device
using any nozzle for per-
- Larger volume flash evaporator formance comparison
Solid Cone + Smaller volume flash evaporator Yes
- Available for low flowrates only
- Applicable to top-off design only
1/2H - 1/2S + Smaller volume F.E. hollow cone Yea
- Available for low flowrates only
- Applicable to 'fop-off design only
y
separate devices as shown in the schematic of Figure 4-3. This provides
for maximum separation of the two Freon loops and results in half the total heat
sink capability in the event of failure of one loop. For a two layer core design,
the heat from the outer loop must be transferred through the inner core layer
to the area of spray contact. The Freon leaving the unit from the outer loop
will tend to be warmer than the inner loop, and therefore, control of the
spray nozzle may be complicated due to this temperature difference. The heat
exchanger surface would also have to be larger than an individual single layer
core unit because of the lower conductance from the outer loop core. The single
loop, single layer core concept was selected because redundancy was not needed,
it is resistant to system failure due to metering valve failure (ice build up
on active core area), and it would result in a simpler outlet temperature control.
The choices of spray deposition design include load partitioning and
non-Load partitioning, and even and uneven spray deposition. Toad partitioning 	
w
was selected based on lower weight as described in Section 4.2. Even spray
deposition was successfully utilized in the Prototype S unit. The use of an
uneven spray deposition postulates putting the higher spray in the areas with
higher fluid/wa11 temperatures to take advantage of the greater evaporation
potential. (This can be seen in Figure 3-3)• The use of uneven spray can re-
sult in less heat transfer area and thus provide a unit with less volume and
weight. The Prototype 2 and 3 designs evaluated the effects both even and
uneven spray concepts on controller operation.
The nozzles evaluated during the program development (see Section 3.1
and Appendix A) included solid, hollow, and 1/2 solid 1/2 hollow cone designs.
The use of a particular nozzle depends on the exhaust duct configuration and
spray deposition approach. The hollow cone nozzles can be used in units where
the exhaust is opposite to the spray nozzle with either even or uneven spray
deposition. The solid cone nozzles are applicable to units with the exhaust
at the same end of the device as the nozzles, with even or uneven spray deposi-
tion. Both types of nozzles were selected consistent with the building block
approach to the device design mentioned earlier.
Using the above selected variables of mi 18.5 fins per inch
rectangular-lanced fin core in a single layer, cylindrical (or round) configura-
tion compatible with even or uneven spray deposition and load partitioning, con-
ceptual designs of the flash evaporators were generated for the baseline and
4-12
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alternate system performance requirements of Figures 4-1 and 4--2.	 These
12 conceptual designs, presented in Figurer 4-6 and 4-7 respectively, were
configured using core performance data of Section 3.5, the nozzle perfor--
. mance data of Appendix A, and the evaporation data of Figure 3-3.
	
Figures
a 4-6 and 4--7 compare the volume, and detailed weight estimates for each of the
concepts considered with each meeting the pressure drop design requirement
of 4.5 psi at 24C'0 lb /hr Freon flow.
The six designs in Figure 4-6 for the baseline performance require- 
LM
vents resulted in units which vary from 380 to 600 mm (15 to 26 in.) in dia-
meter with weights from 7.25 to 15.5 Kg (16 to 32 lbs).	 Four traits of each
a identical core design were required for the system installation of Figure 4- 3.
The six designs in Figure 4-7 for the alternate performance requirements had
an units that varied from 280 to 157 mm (11 to 18 in.) in diameter with weights
of from 5.9 to 12.7 Kg (13.to 28 lbs).
4.4	 Design Configuration Selections and Prototy pe Descri Lion
Although for Shuttle application the four evaporator units (two high	 s
temperature, two low temperature) would have identical heat exchanger core con-
figurations, it was decided to build two different configurations to obtain per-
formance comparison data.	 Using the building block philosophy and the design
variables selection of the previous section, two configurations were selected
}}TA
i for the Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporators.
A 380 mm (15 in.) diameter, cylindrical unit was selected for both
evaporators since it closely (or exactly) approximated 6 of the 12 concepts on
Figures 4-6 and 4 -7.	 In addition, a sidewall core height of 216 mm (8-1/2 in.)
in conjunction with a moveable backplate with valve/nozzle mounting provisions
i was selected so that the nozzle height could be varied to evaluate these 6
design concepts.
f
Both prototype evaporators employ the single layer of 18 . 5 fins per	 1
inch, rectangular, lanced fin heat exchanger core with the flow running axially
in the cylindrical sidewalls.
	
Structural analyses (reported in Appendix E)
of the evaporators were performed to determine the maximim safe operating pres-
^e sure, the optimum mountin .r system and various thermal	 effects on the structural
r
integrity.
s-
r
-
The rrototype 2 evaporator, shown in Figures 4-8 and4 -9, was designed	 s
for a hollow cone spray nozzle with the exhaust aperture opposite of the
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spray nozzle. This is the same approach used in the Prototype I evaporator.
The 127 mm (5 in.) diameter exhaust hole in the bottomplate is of sufficient
size to permit passage of exhaust steam in either the high or low temperature
configuration.
The Prototype 3 unit, shown in Figures 4-10 and 4-11, was designed
for use with either a solid or hollow cone nozzle. The steam exhaust exits
the unit in the same plane as the nozzle with the duct entrance accommodated
in the backcone (or backplate). The solid bottomplate permits the use of the
solid cone nozzle. The evolution of the Prototype 3 device to a flight con-
figuration is shown in Figure 4--12 to d-monstrate its applicability for the	 .:
Space Shuttle.	 -
Although the appearance of the Prototypes 2 and 3 bottomplates were
different, the core material was identical in type and in installation approach.
The core material was cut in circular sectors with the "easyway" direction i
bisecting each circular sector as can be seen in Figures 4-8 and 4--10. This
arrangement directed the flow in the bottomplate in a radial direction along 	 A^
the sector centerlines which was also the path of least resistance. (The core
sector design generated areas of inherent stagnation along the sector radii
resulting in poor heat transfer along each sector splice joint as will be 	 --
discussed in Section 5.3.) The sidewall designs of the two units were identical
with 790 mm (7-1/2 in.) easyway and 25.4 nun (1 in.) hardway core running in	 -
the axial direction from the bottgm.
The Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporators were fabricated with 3003
aluminum using a salt bath process, according to the drawings in Figures 4-8
and 4-10. The two units weighed 2.064 Kg (4.55 lbs) and 2.195 Kg ( 4 .85 lbs)
respectively, for approximately .371 -: 2
 (4 ft2 ) of heat transfer surface
(including manifolding). This is approximately A 4:1 reduction in weight per
unit area when compared to the Prototype 1 device. The two units were fitted
with a plexiglas backplate which incorporated moveable valve/nozzle mounting
plate and exhaust port provisions for test. The backplate design is described
in Section 5.1.
In addition to the evaporator configuration, detailed design was per-
formed to integrate the valve/nozzle combination to reduce the holdup volume
from 0.5 cc in the Prototype 1 unit to 0.10 cc. An off-the-shelf, light weight,
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Parker Hannifin propellant valve was stAected and integrated with the class
of nozzles used with the Prototype desih , ns selected above. The resulting
design, shown in Figure 4-12, was selected from many integration concepts
and achieved a liquid holdup volume of 0.15 cc.
The Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporators described above underwent
an extensive test program to verify the design. This is reported in the next
section.
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5.0	 SYSTEM TESTING
Prototype 2 and 3 evaporators were tested independently for extended
periods in a vacuum environmentt . The purpose of these tests were to verify the
design approach in the use of heat exchanger core as the evaporation surface;
to verify the concept of partitioning "he heat load between two evaporators
(high/low temperature units); and to verify the design approach for hollow and
solid spray cone evaporators. The test program plan included demonstration of
capability to mew, the Shuttle baseline performance requirements in the area of
orbital operation, on-orbit water dumping, and re-entry payload cooling.
Overall test objectives to determine the successful operation of the
system included:
1. Determination of efficiency of evaporant utilization
2. Determination of exact evaporant spray distribution
3. Demonstration of valve/nozzle freedom from freezing
4. Verification of controller design approach for partial loads
5.1	 System Pest Equipment
5.1.1	 Test Article Description
The evaporator as a system included prototype heat exchanger assemblies,
backcone, solenoid valve/nozzle, electronic controller and associated fluid mani-
folding. The Prototype 2 flash evaporator heat exchanger was designed for r hollow
cone spray nozzle. This hollow cone spray design had the exhaust port on the
evaporator centerline in the bottom heat exchanger plate as shown in Figure 5-1.	
3
Fluid manifolding to the heat exchanger was made through two tube-ring manifolds.
The bottom plate manifold is around the exhaust port and has two manifold spools.
	 `!
The cylindrical sidewall manifold has six manifold spools to assure uniform flow
distribution in the sidewall.
The Prototype 3 flash evaporator heat exchanger was designed for a solid
cone spray nozzle. This design has the eahaust port located in the backcone and
the bottom heat exchanger plate as also shown in Figure 5-1 is closed-out solid.
F
i	 Froto 3 had a sidewall manifold identical to that of Froto 2; however, the bottom
plate manifold is a collection chamber outside the evaporator accessed through a
single manifold spool.is
An evaporator backcone was constructed of 6.4 mm (1/4 inch) thick plexiglas
which allowed observation of the spray impacting the heat exchanger  	 	 surface. The
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backcone was fabricated to permit interchangeability between the Prototype
evaporators. Figure 5-2 shows the plexiglas backcone with the variable valve/nozzle
	 {
holder (box) which permitted evaluation of the evaporator/nozzle at various nozzle
heights.
	 The exhaust port shown in Figure 5-2 below the nozzle box was varied, 	 1
depending on the evaporant spray rate being sprayed, to maintain a evaporator chaml3er
pressure of approximately 3.8 mmHg.
5.1.2	 Test Setup
The evaporators were instrumented to monitor the thermodynamic conditions
pertinent to evaluating the evaporator perform&.-ce.	 Figure 5-3 illustrates the fluid
connections to the evaporators and the various fluid parameters which were monitored.
Figure 5-4 shows the external thermocouple locations which were placed in four	 I
arrays along the cylindrical sidewall and converging to the center of the bottomplate.
Data acquisition was made with an automated system which converted all the
measurements to customary U.S. engi_neQring units and displayed these on closed-
circuit television monitors to the test director.
	 Printed data in the format shown
in Figure 5-5 provided a permanent record of the tests.
	 Data channels 20 through
7F
84 were external evaporator thermocouples which were used to infer spray pattern
uniformity and/or transport fluid sidewall,flow distribution.
	 Table 5-1 defines
instrumentation, data channels 1--19 (see Figure 5-5), and accuracy attained during
a
testing.
I
Both evaporators were tested in a sivall vacuum chamber (1.22 meter, 4' dia.)
with a 6.4 cm thick plexigla:s door which allowed continuous observation of the
p test article in operation.
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TABLE 5-1 PROTOTYPE 2 & 3 EVAPORATOR{ TEST INSTRUMENTATION
DATA
CHANNEL
	
MEASUREMENT
	
RANGE
	 INSTRUMENT
R21 Flowrate
R21 Flowrate
H2O Flowrate
H2O Flowrate
H2O Flowrate
R21 Press. Drop Evap. #1
R21 Press. Drop Evap. #2
Chamber Pressure
H2O Supply Pressure
Evaporant H2O Weight
Evap. #1 R21 Inlet Temp
Evap. #1 R21 Outlet Temp
Evap. #2 R21 Outlet Temp
Redundant (Channel #11)
it	 (	 it	 #12)
It	 (	 it	 #13)
Evap. #1 Nozzle Plate Temp
it	 #2	 It	 11	 It
Flow Bench Temp
50-520 LB/HR (+ 10 LB/HR)
200-3000 LB/M -(+ 10 LB/HR)
0-25 LB/HR (+ .5 LB/HR)
5-50 LB/HR (+ .5 LB/HR)
50-100 LB/HR (+ .5 LB/HR)
0-30 psi ( 0.1%T
0-30 psi (0.1%)
0-10 mmHg (3)
0-50 psig (+ 5 psi)
0-300 lbs (+ .3 lbs)
+4o-+180°F Q- -50F)
+4o-+60°F(-':-.5°F )
+40°F (+ . 56F )
(+.50F)
(±.5°F)
(^.5°F )
LF6-2 SN3259
AN-8 SN8434
Cox SN 8501278
Cox SN 8501281
Cox AN8 --45
Bell & Howell SN6944
Bell & Howell SN6990
MKS Baratron 6978
Teledyne SIG SN2160
SN-129 0-500 lb Load Cell
Thermistor
It
it
It
It
It
Thermocouple
It
of
1
2
3
k
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
^n
	 14
t
15
16
17
18
19
5.2	 Ii.itial Prototype Testing
An extensive four week test program was conducted in August and
September 1974 with the purpose of verifying evaporator design and performance
as mentioned previously. Execution of the test sequence started with valve/
`	 nozzle verification and proceeded through nozzle spray location optimization. 	 y
During this testing, however, problems with achieving the desired performance
without forming small amounts of frost on evaporator heat transfer surfaces
were encountered. The results of these tests are presented in this Secti.or
The Prototype 3 unit was installed horizontally in the chamber with
the previously described test set-up with the low temperature unit configuration.
The baseline Shuttle re-entry design conditions, 2.83 kg/hr (6.25 lb/hr) evaporant
flow with 181 kg/hr (400 lb/hr ') Freon flow were established. The data presented
in Figure 5-6, the baseline nozzle, indicated a severe flow maldistribution in
the core due to the wide variation in ray thermocouple data with localized frost
formation along this ray. It was suspected, and verified by analyses and further
testing, that the flow maldistribution was caused by gravity which stagnated the
flow along ray 1. The Freon flow rate was increased to 272 kg/hr (600 lb/hr),
the Shuttle re-entry abort condition, with the same overall flow maldistribution 	 -•	 3
and local frost formation results prevailing as before.
The Freon flow was reversed in the Prototype 3 to ascertain whether the
gravity effects would be as severe. As seen in Figure 5-7, the ray temperature
data diverges although not as severely as noted previously. This was due to the
larger amounts of cooling occurring in the floor of the device which is vertical
within the chamber. Again localized frost formation along the low -temperature
rays was obtained.
The gravity effects on the performance of the evaporator at 181 kg/hr
(400 lb /hr) Freon flow conditions would have serious implications for Shuttle	 ?^
application since the evaporator would have to be aligned with gravity forces
in an installation for both ascent and re--entry. Subsequent to this testing,
however, the Shuttle baseline configuration changed so that the alternate per-
formance requirements became the baseline with a minimum Freon flow rate of
815 Kg /hr (1800 lb/hr). This increased flow virtually eliminates flew
stagnation problems due to gravity.
s
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The new Shuttle baseline design conditions of 815 Kg/hr (1800 lb/hr)
Freon flow and 7.26 Kg/hr (16 lb/hr) evaporant flow were then tested in the
Prototype 3 evaporator. The data, shown in Figure 5-8, still showed wide
variation in ray temperature with frost foi!z:At:ion on the sidewalls of the device.
Lowering the evaporant flow rate to 6.3 kg/hr (14 Lb/hr) caused the spray cone
to collapse slightly, as desired, and to spread the spray over a larger part
of the evaporator area as seen in Figure 5--9. However, the increased spray on
the bottom of the device resulted in ice "ringers" forming over the core splice
joints in the bottom. These ice fingers are shown in Figure 5--10. Apparently
the Freon flow stagnates when the easy way core ends in a core splice, thus
causing uneven flow distribution in the bottom. Seven other nozzles -•rre selected
and tested for these flow conditions with the same results: at the design evaporant
flow rate, frost formed on the device sidewalls; at lower evaporant flow rates,
frost fingers form on the device bottom. Using larger capacity nozzles, frost
formed on the bottom.
The Prototype 2 unit was then installed in the chamber, in the same
manner as the Prototype 3, and tested to see if the bottom flow stagnation at
the core splices would be less severe. The large exhaust hole in the bottom re-
sulted in less core splice area encountered by the Freon where flow stagnation
could occur. At the high temperature design conditions of 34 kg/hr (75 lb/hr),
the unit formed a frost band on the device sidewalls. The evaporant flow was
reduced to 27 kg/hr (60 lb/hr) to obtain stab, a operating conditions with no
frost formation. The performance data, presented in Figure 5-•11, again shows
divergence in ray temperature data as was obtained for the Prototype 3 device.
The potential causes of this ray temperature divergence were postulated as due
to gravity induced flow maldistribution, heat exchanger core induced flow
maldistribution (due to either design and/or fabrication), manifold induced flow
maldistribution, or uneven spray distribution. A series of tests were then
performed to isolate each of the aforementioned postulations to determine the
exact cause.
Analyses indicated that no gravity effects were expected for the
high Freon flow rates of 1000 Kg/hr (2250 lb/hr), however, tests were conducted
to verify the analyses. The Prototype 2 unit was rotated about its centerline
t	 5-11
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 and data recorded. As expected the data showed no significant
change in the ray temperatures. Rays 1 and 2 were lower than rays 3 and 4,
indicating higher temperatures as observed in the previous data in Figure 5-11.
This ruled out gravity as the reason for the large ray temperature differences.
Tests were then conducted to determine if the uneven nozzle spray
pattern caused the temperature maldistribution. The nozzle was rotated by 180°
and a second, as received (not modified for low hold up volume),nozzle was tested
in the Prototype 2 unit. Again, the ray temperature data showed the same types
of differences between rays 1, 2 and 3, 4 as previously shown in Figure 5-11.
Therefore, the nozzle was discarded as the cause of the temperature maldistribution.
The manifold tubing connecting the distributor evaporator tube ring
manifold was disconnected, rotated 180°, reconnected and the unit tested to deter-
mine whether or not the distribution of flow was affected by the manifold design
approach. Figure 5-»12 presents the data for this test with the Prototype 2 unit
rotated 180°, with an as received nozzle; and the manifold tubing remained rotated
180° relative to the unit. Again, the ray temperat^se data shows the same types
of temperature differences between the rays as was noted in Figure 5-11.
The Prototype 2 unit was then tested in the low temperature configura-
tion to determine if flow stagnation at the core splice intersection occurred
as it had for the Prototype 3 device with spray deposition on the floor. As with 	
..
the Prototype 3 unit, with 7.26 kg/hr (A lb/hr) evaporant flow rate, frost
formation was obtained on the side walls. By reducing the flow rate to 5.4 kg/hr
(12 lb/hr), the spray cone collapsed and ice fingers formed on the floor as it
had also done previously. The data for this run is shown in Figure 5-13.
Based on the above test results for the Prototype 2 and 3 evaporators,
it was concluded that: gravity, manifolding, and uneven spray deposition did not
cause the wide variation in ray temperature data,but was due to flow maldistri-
bution caused by core design and fabrication anomalies. The Flow maldistribution
could be attributed, at least in part, to flow stagnation at core splice inter-
sections in the bottom of the device and that fabrication anomalies more than
likely caused the flow maldistribution in the device sidewalk. Since the evapora-
tors performance was considerably below the design conditions, further testing
of the evaporators was cancelled in lieu of additional investigation of the Plow
distribution.
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Core Flow	 Determination5.3	 Distribution
: To 'resolve the poor core flow distribution., the two prototype
i
evaporators were disassembled into their component sidewall and bottomplate
components, and a series of flow tests were performed to obtain exact flow
distribution.data.. This data was used to reconfigure the evaporator core con-
figuration as .reported in the next section. 	 The test data and experimental
techniques are described in the paragraphs that follow.
The bottomplate of the Prototype 2 flash evaporator was discon-
nected from the sidewalls and the flow distribution in each section was
ssl determined by flooring water in through the inlet or outlet manifolds and
out through the perimeter of the sidewall or bottomplate. 	 The water flow--
ing through the two sections were collected in.glass.beakers as shown in .
Figure 5-14..	 For the si.dewall, water was collected in eight beakers posi-
tioned at even spacing around the perimeter of the sid.ewall. 	 The relative
flowrate at the eight positions were obtained by comparing the weight of the
water in the individual beakers to the zverage weight of water_ collected.
Data for four runs were recorded to establish the consistency of the measure-
ments.	 The manifold was filled with water prior to each run and the beakers
r were positioned accurately to insure repeatability. 	 The unit was maintained
^
in a level position with the water flowing vertically downward throughout .the'
test.	 The results showed the flow distribution in the. sidewal.l.. to be fairly
uniform.	 Figure 5-15 shows that low flows were observed in two sections near
.F the locations of thermocouple.rays l and 2	 and	 region of high flow was
.
a
observed between rays 2 and 3.
1
^ The flow in the bottomplate was found to-be very nonuniform.	 The
` edge regions of the pie sections carried almost no flow so that there were gaps
approximately 51 mm (2 inches) wide in which very little flow was collected
in the beakers- 	 meaningful data. it was... necessary.. to place the '..beaker s .:	 ....
at the centers of the pie sections. 	 Therefore: 12 beakers would have been re-».
quired to collect the water from each pie section simultaneously. 	 However,
pry..
only six of the beakers could be positioned around the bottomplate at one time
so that two runs were required to map the flow around the entire perimeter. .
:of:the measuements.:'.Data from fourns'were.recorded'to check the.eorisistency 	 r
rry The results given. in Figure 5-16 show that most of the sections carry approxi-
mately the same amount of flow.	 The maximum . deviation from the average is
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about 24%.	 The sections near ray 2 carry less flow than the average so
that the higher g low resistance in the floor near this ray could add to
the flow resistance in the sidewall.	 If the manifold ring connecting the
floor and sidewall were b'.ocked this would cause the flow near ray 2 to be
lower than average.	 Also, a high flow region could appear between rays 2
and 3.	 Definite conclusions cannot be made because the core fins in the 7
floor were damaged when the evaporator was disassembled. 	 The fins were
straightened but could not be completely restored to the original condition.
' Also the actuAl flow resistance in the manifold ring could not be measured.
r: The flow distribution measurements show the bottomplate ice fingers
coincide with flow stagnation areas and; further, that some of the localized 'a
icing which occurred on the evaporator sidewall in the Prototype 2 vacua
',.. chamber performance test could have been caused by uneven Freon flow distri-
^; butions.	 However, the flow maldistributions measured herein do not account
for all of the discrepancy in the individual ray thermocouple recordings of
the vacuum chamber test. 	 This indicates that there were additional variables
such as the nozzle spray pattern and the nozzle orientation which had as
great an effect on the evaporator performance as the Freon flow distribu
tion. -;
The flow distribution measured would result in the nonuniformity of d
t"ae Freon outlet temperatures around the perimeter of the evaporator. 	 Assuming j
that the spray is entirely on the sidewalls the outlet temperatures for a
288.710K (6oOF) inlet temperature and 277.59°K (40°F) average outlet tempera- .
tune would vary from 275.37°K (36°F) to 279.820K (440F) for the measured flow
distribution.	 This variation could be significant for cases where the satura-
tion temperature is near 275.37°K (360F).
The flow distribution in the Prototype 3 unit was determined using
•
the measurement techniques described above.	 The flow in the Prototype 3 sidewall
was found to be fairly uniform. 	 There were no large areas in which the flow
a
t '
^
stagnated.	 However, small areas of stagnant flow (of the order of 12.7 mm
tF
^(1/2 inch) in width) would not have been detected with the techniques applied
because surface tension effects caused the water flowing through the sidewall
to collect in small streams as it left the evaporator. 	 Figure 
5_ 
17 shows the
x'v relative flowrates at various positions around the perimeter of the sidewall
obtained by collecting the water streaming from the evaporator in glass beakers.
5" 2-' (,.
=^};;.
	T.
	 The flow in the Prototype 3 bottomplate had relatively large gaps
	
L	 at the edges of the pie sections as expected. The relative flowrates
measured for the twelve pie sections are shown in Figure 5-18.
	I 	 Based on the results of the flow distribution tests, a redesign of the
Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporators was considered desirable. The flow maldis--
	
^r
	 tribution in the bottom plate appeared to Varr nt a different design approach
for distributing flow. The flow maldistribution in the oidevalls was not con--
	
M!	
sidered to be a design problem but rather a fabrication/tooling technique
problem.
VSD had in existence an on going in-hoixse R&D program for evaporative
Heat Sink Development for Space Applicatioho. The flow distribution in t
flash evaporator bottom plates was Of c9ncern because VSD was contempl;wting a
proposal to Rockwell International as a potential subcontractor for a flash
evaporator heat sink for the Space Shuttle. VSD therefore undertoo:K to evaluate
	
a	
the significance of the flow maldistribuiiun and methods for improvement as
part of its IR&D projects number 80 in 1974 and number 107 in 1975. The VSD
	
}	 study revealed that a solid bottom plate for a flash evaporator appeared to be
	
U	 most compatible for a minimum volume and weight Shuttle application. A design
was conceived which eliminated flow stagnation areas while retaining high lanced
fin rectangular core performance. The flow distribution obtained with this design
	
1
	 was checked using the aforementioned techniques and is shown in Figure 5-19.
Next, the bottomplate was tested with spray impingement (a temporary manifold
being positioned on its periphery) to determine whether any flow stagnation
1
areas could be identified. The bottom plate was placed horizontally in the small
F
	 vacuum chamber with a solid cone spray nozzle positioned 228mm (9 inches) from the
plate. At an evaporant.flow of 6.8 kg/hr (15 lb/hr), no frost formation was observed.
	
{ 
U	 Based on the improved flow distribution design and the successful spray
3
	 testing it was decided to adapt the design to the Prototype 2 and Prototype 3
flash evaporators fabricated under contract to NASA. Therefore, the improved
bottomplates were fabricated and retrofitted to the Prototype 2 and
	
;_	 3 sidewalls and the testing of the resultant system continued under the
contract.
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5.4	 Modified Proton e Eyap_o_rator Testing
The modified Prototype flash evaporators: were tested to determine
whether the design and performance of the units could meet the aforementioned
test objectives. The testing, conducted in December 197,4 and January 1975,
was performed using the following heat rejection requirements: 	 v
Top-Off	 Re-entry
inlet' OK (OF)	 310.8 (64)	 329.7 (134)	 4.1	 1
Toutlet' 0K ( OF)	 297.4 (4o)	 297.4 (40)
	Freon Flow, Kg/hr (pph) 1000 (2500)
	
1250 (2750)
Heat Re j ect:ion, 	 4. 4 (15)	 19 (166)	 w
KFl (KBTU/HR)	 `'
Nozzle location optimization tests were conducted to find the .:nearest
location of the nozzle to the evaporator bottom plate at which all the spray	 e.
is vaporized. The evaporators, first in a low temperature unit (LTU) and then
in a high temperature unit (HTU) configuration, were operated in a fall on
condition and the nozzle height above the bottom plate adjusted to find the 	
r ^
minimum volume configuration. In order to achieve the low outlet temperatures 	 ipp
and maximize the capacity of the evaporator, it was found during these tests 	
_.
that the Freon transport fluid had to flow in through the bottom plate and
then out through the sidewalls of the device.. Solid cone mozzles were used for
both the HTU and LTU evaporators._	
j
1
The temperature distribution in the evaporator for the LTU optimum
(minimum volume) location of the nozzle is shown in Figure 5-20. For this con-- 	
^f	 a
dition, the nozzle is 203 mm (8.0 in.) from the evaporator floor. This c*nf:i.gura
1
tion would require_a sidewall height of 140 mm (5.5 in.) in order to intercept all 	
r
the spray leaving the nozzle. Thus the optimization reduced the volume by 30% 	 j
over the "as fabricated" volume. Evaporation efficiencies of 97% were obtained
r
for the LTU configuration. The HTU optimum nozzle location temperature distribu:
t on and performance is shown in Figure 5--21. The NM nozzle was a Delavan nozzle
modified to provide a solid. cone. This was done by providing additional slots to
obtain an added axial component to the exit water velocity. The evaporation ef-
ficiencyfor this HTU configuration was 98%. For this configuration the nozzle
was. 140 .mm (5. 5 a:n.) above the .evaporator floor. 'A, sidewsl l beight of 89 mm
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(3 .5 in.) would intercept all the spray leaving the nozzle. In *addition to
demonstrating efficient operation, these tests verified the design approach of
i using heat exchanger core for evaporation surfaces and the concept of load par-
titioning the heat load between evaporators.
In addition to determining the optimum nozzle location and flow
direction, these initial tests indicated that the exhaust duct port in-
fluenced the spray distribution slightly. It was found that this influence
^ould be offset by moving the nozzle off centerline by 3/8" from the exhaust
port. It was also demonstrated that the redundant nozzles could be operated
with the nozzles 3/b" off centerline. The nozzles had to be inclined at an
angle such that the nozzle centerline was pointed towards the evaporator
floor centerline.
An on/off controller with integrator circuits using the evaporator
sensed outlet temperature was designed and constructed to regulate operation
of (pulse) the water solenoid valve. The controller was constructed to
accommodate 0.6 OK/min (10F/min) inlet temperature transients. The full load
capability testL were repeated with the electronic controller operating the
water solenoid valve. These were followed by steady state partial loads and
inlet temperature transients to checkout the controller capability to main-
tain the desired outlet temperature. A series of tests were run to determine
the optimum control system configuration of cycle time and transient response.
Cycle times widths of 4 to 10 seconds were tested to control the valve during
partial loads to the LTU outlet temperature of 277. 4 + 1.1°K (40 + 20F). A
six second }pulse width proved to be the optimum pulse to control the outlet
temperature during steady operation, produce a minimum of nozzle ice chips
(due to hold up volume) and respond to changes in the inlet temperature.
Faster inlet temperature transients than the design 0.60K/min
WF/min) transient rate were run to identify the ultimate capability of
the controller/evaporator to meet heat load control. Figure 5-22 shows the
LTU test results of the controller cycle/transient optimization. The re-
sults were obtained for a 6 second cycle and transient inlet temperature of
1.60K/min (2.80F/min). As seen by the data, the outlet temperature re-
mained.within the desired + 1.1°K (+ 2°F) control band. These tests verified
the on/off controller concept with integrator circuits with sensed tem-
perature as input. Additionally, the verification of the Prototype 2 and 3
flash evaporators to meet the Shuttle on--orbit water dumping requirements
was also demonstrated.
r
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6.0	 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS
This section presents the results of a failure mode and effect analysis
of a proposed Shuttle Orbiter Flash Evaporator Subsystem. The analysis was per-
`" formed to identify equipment failure modes, and to determine corresponding effects
on the proposed subsystem performance and mission success. The primary objectives
in performing the analysis were to detect critical failure areas, and determine
an effective means of reducing susceptibility to such failures. It is anticipated
that the results of this analysis will be considered as part of detailed design
improvement efforts; design reviews, and test/checkout procedure preparation and
review.
The required reliability for the Flash Evaporator Subsystem was assumed
to be fail--safe based on the required reliability for the Shuttle Orbiter Radiator
Subsystem. The requirement is defined as the capability of the Flash Evaporator
Subsystem to sustain a single failure in either Freon loop and still maintain a
level of performance sufficient for the safe return of personnel and payload. In
compliance with the requirement, multiple failures were not included in the analysis,
only single failures and their effects were- evaluated.
The results of the Failure Mode and E ffects Analysis revealed no single
failure modes in the Evaporator Subsystem design which would result in a condition
that does not meet the fail-safe reliability criteria.
6.1	 Equipment Description
The proposed Flash Evaporator Subsystem carsitsts of two identical parallel
active coolant loops.	 Each loop consists of identical downstream and upstream con-
figurations, each consisting of a Control Module and an Evaporator Module. 	 The
function of the subsystem is to dissipate waste heat from the two orbiter Freon
coolant loops to the deep space environment.
6.1.1	 Subsystem Description
Each loop of the Flash Evaporator Subsystem consists of a downstream
and an upstream evaporator configuration. 	 Each configuration is made up of a
Control Module and an Evaporator Module.	 A functional block diagram of one loop
is presented by Figure 6-1,
The Control Module includes the Electronic Controller and the Failure
Detector. The Evaporator Module includes the 'Evaporator Core, the Primary and
r	
_I	 I	 _l	 l	 I	 I	 I_ '.
t
Secondary ;pater metering valves, the primary and secondary isolation valves,
and the temperature sensor.
	
This arrangement features physical separation of
electronic components and Freon/H20 components which simplifies packaging and
plumbing requirements, and enhances on-line and shop maintenance.
The downstream and upstream evaporator modules are identical. 	 The
downstream and upstream control modules are identical also with the exception of
c.
the functional difference that the setpoint control temperature for the downstream
x
controller is 277.5°K (40°F), and is 291°K (640F) for the upstream controller.
6.1.2	 Component Description
The components, and functions, of the control and evaporator modules
are discussed in the following paragraphs.
	
The modules have been preliminarily
classified as LRU's (Line Replaceable Units).
Control Module
The Control Module incorporates electronic control and failure detection
components only.
The controller is an on/off type which employs solid-state logic and }r_
switching devices.	 A temperature control signal is supplied to the controller by
the temperature sensor. 	 The controller output signal drives the logic and output »«
drive circuitry of the failure detector which, in turn, drives the appropriate water
metering valve.
	
Single-sided printed circuit board packaging is utilized for the
controller.
The failure detector incorporates the logic, switching, and output
drive circuitry for determining proper performance of an evaporator configuration,
and driving the appropriate water metering valve. 	 The failure detector compares
the pressure switch output signal, with the output from the controller. 	 If a
fault condition is detected, the failure detector switches the control signal from
the primary water metering valve to the secondary water metering valve. 	 The failure
detector is housed within the control module enclosure, and utilizes printed circuit
board packaging.
Evaporator Module
The Evaporator is a heat transfer component which accommodates an
evaporative process for dissipating waste heat from FCL coolant loops.
	
The internal
surface of the evaporator is heated by the coolant (Freon 21).
	 Water contacting
the surface is transformed to steam and expelled to free space from the evaporator
via a duct and supersonic nozzle.
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The Evaporator Core /Vessel incorporates compact heat exchanger core
z
and an internal evaporative surface. It also serves as the mounting structure
for the installation of external components (valves and pressure switch) and in-	 -
i
corporates a well in the coolant outlet for temperature sensor installation. It
is constructed of an aluminum alloy and weighs approximately 22 Newtons ( 5 pounds).
Two water metering valves are applied in each evaporator module, a
prime valve and a secondary valve. The valve is a solenoid driven on-off type
with an integral spray nczzle. In the normal operating mode, the primary metering
valve iF driven by the failure detector. In the event of failure of the primary
valve, the failure detector detects the failure, and subsequently disabi_es the
primary metering valve and enables the secondary metering valve. 	 -•
The primary and secondary valves are installed in ports on the top
surface of the evaporator. The valves are driven by a 28 Vdc source and weigh
less than 2.22 Newtons ( 0.5 pounds) each.
The Isolation Valve is a solenoid driven on-off component which is
applied for isolating and activating appropriate water metering valves. There are
two isolation valves applied for switching primary and secondary water loops with
each evaporator module. In the normal mode, the primary isolation valve is enabled.
If a failure occurs in the primary water loop, the failed condition is sensed by
the failure detector which, in turn, automatically switches off the primary isolation ^•
valve and activates the secondary isolation valve. 	 -.
The primary and secondary isolation valves physically interface with the
primary and secondary metering valves respectively and with primary and secc.,ndary
water plumbing connected to isolation valve inlets. The isolation valves operate
on 28 Vdc and weigh less than 2.22 Newtons (0.5 pounds).	 ^.
The Sensor is a thermistor probe device which is installed at the loop
temperature control point in each evaporator outlet. A three element ( thermistor)
majority voter configuration is proposed for the Evaporator Subsystem to provide a
highly reliable control temperature signal source. In addition, the majority voter
sensor would provide protection against a degradation type of failure, which would
otherwise be difficult to detect with a single element or dual element sensor. With
the majority voter configuration, an error due to a sensor failure would be detectable
z^by comparison of the three thermistor outputs. Two of the three outputs would con-
stitute a majority which would be processed as the correct temperature input signal
to the controller.
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The temperature sensor is installed in a well in the evaporator Freon
outlet. It requires a 5.0 Vdc bias voltage.
The Pressure Switch is actuated by steam pressure which is produced by
the evaporative process within the evaporator. The switch output signal is applied
as a failure detection signal and water metering valve command must, after an
instantaneous delay, be accompanied by an output signal from the switch, and vice
versa. A variation from this would result in the failure detector switching to
the secondary water loop.
4The pressure switch is ^ :,stalled in the e-%.-aporator steam expulsion
outlet. It requires a bias voltage of 5.0 Vdc and weighs approximately 0.25 pounds.
6.2	 Analysis
The Failure Mode and Effect Analysis procedure was formulated based on
the requirements of Rockwell International PDRD (Procurement Data Requirement
Description) RA05A. A reliability block diagram of the evaporator subsystem is
presented by Figure 6-2. Each functional item was alpha-name ically coded for cor-
relating components with elements of the analysis. The result% of the analysis
are presented in Table 1. Major elements covered in the analysis are discussed in
the following subsections.
6.2.1	 Failure Mode Identification
This element of the analysis required the identification of all single
failure modes which could result in loss of function or the inadvertent/transient
output from a given component. Failure modes which could result in loss of capability
of failure detection and instrumentation circuitry were also considered. The cause
and effects of functional failure modes whichmay result in loss of function, i.e.,
T7 failure to operate at a prescribed time, failure to stop operation at a prescribed
time, and failure during operation were examined in detail.
Failure modes of redundant elements were not evaluated beyond the first
failure. Redundant components of the evaporator subsystem include the temperature
sensor, and the water metering valves. The sensor is a three-element majority voter,
and in order for a component failure to be incurred, two out of the three elements
must fail. The primary water metering valve for each evaporator has a secondary
back-up valve which is switched to the active mode in the event of failure of they
primary unit.
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tFailure modes which were identified for each component are listed in
the appropriate column of the Failure Mode and E ffects tabulation.
6.2.2	 Mission Phase
The mission phase element identifies the mission time interval during
which the failure could occur, e.g., prelaunch checkout, launch, orbit, re-entry,
horizontal flight, and landing. In the case of the evaporator subsystem, the
failure modes which were identified could occur at any time during which subsystem
equipment is operating. The effects of each mode would vary with mission phase;
e.g., failure and loss of a given upstream evaporator would be more critical during
the launch and re--entry phase than it would during the orbit phase. This is primarily
due to the fact that both the upstream and downstream evaporators of each loop are
active during the launch and re--entry intervals, and only the downstream evaporator
is operational during the orbit phase. These functional conditions generally exist,
however, both the upstream and the downstream evaporators of each loop are continuously
on line throughout the mission, and their operational status is automatically con-
trolled based on outlet control temperature. It was for this reason that identified
failure modes were concluded to be able to occur during all mission phases.
6.2.3
	
Failure Effects
The failure effects of each identified failure mode on evaporator subsystem
and interface hardware performance were determined and discussed in the appropriate
column of Table 6-1. Those failure effects which were determined to require reliability
design improvement action were identified, and are discussed with recommended cor-
7	 rections in Section 6.3.
6.2.4	 Failure Detection
The functional or displayed failure indication method was identified and
discussed for each failure mode identified in Table 6--1. This equipment consists
primarily of circuitry and components which are applied in the subsystem. for the
detection, isolation acid/or correction of failures.
There is one component used in the subsystem for the direct detection of
an evaporator failure. This component incorporates the required logic and switching
circuitry for detecting a failed condition. After detection the Failure Detection
activates stand-by equi pment. The Failure Detection mointors afaporator perfor-
mance by comparing the controller output and a pressure switch signal from the
evaporator expulsion duct. Variations from prescribed performance condita.:;ns results
in automatic switching to secondary equipment.
Another source of failure detection for the subsystem is the evaporator
G-7
outlet temperature instrumentation and display. A failed condition of a given	 -^
evaporator may be detected by monitoring the displayed temperature indication.
6.2.5	 Correcting Action
Automatic failure correction is employed in the Evaporator Subsystem
to correct water metering valve failures. This correction function is performed by
the failure detector. If a primary metering valve malfunctions, it would be detected
by the failure detector. The failure detector would then disable the failed valve
and activate the stand-by valve. If a secondary water metering valve fails, the
failure detector would switch it off, thus fully disabling the affected evaporator.
The correction of this failure would be instantaneous.
6.2.6
	 redundancy Evaluation
The redundancy employed in the subsystem was evaluated with regard to
failure detection, redundancy verification, separation of redundant compr.-tints,
and the isolation of non-critical equipment from critical subsystem equipment.
6.3
	
FMEA Conclusion and Recommendations
The results of the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis indicate that there
are no single failure modes which would result in a condition that does not meet
the fail-safe reliability criteria. Reliability improvement areas which should re-
ceive further consideration are discussed with associated recommendations as follows:
a) The Failure Detector incorporates failure detection and correction
equipment. It does not, however, incorporate instrumentation for
indicating that a failure has occurred and the resultant status.
It is recommended that the capability for displaying a fault condi-
tion and the resulting corrective status be incorporated.
b) A means of verifying the functional condition of back-up equipment
should be incorporated in the design. This capability would serve
to verify the condition of redundant equipment during checkout as
well as during a mission flight interval.
c) The incorporation of Freon leak detection capability in each loop
of the evaporator subsystem or in the interfacing Freon Coolant Loop	 ..
(FCL) is recommended. This detection capability should alert operator
personnel of leak condition, and should facilitate instantaneous
automatic detection and isolation of a leak.
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1."U Secondary Upstream One each closed. Valve In closed position. reaition. Would result during redundancy Detector would Redundant back-
Isolation Valve per loop opens on command in loss of back-up verification. sense the failed up for affected
from Failure for affected evaporat- During flight it condition and evaporator world
Detector. or. would not be disable the be loot.
detectable until failed valve.
the secondary
equipment is
required.
e'er' l
?Y U-A
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MODE
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PRASE FAILURE EFFECT
FAILURE
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METHOD
BACK-UP/
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CORRECTING
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REDUNDANCY
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125D Secondary Downstream 2. Shorted aolonoi all An electrical ahort of During a non- None During a non- If this problem A mechanical
Isolation Valve coil or valve mach the solenoid coil programmed interval programmed inter occurs during
emit ^Y failed in would be correctd by for the valve, val for the a non-Pxograaac of the valve
1211TU Secondary Upstream open position. Failure Detector failure sensing value the period for the during a non-
Isolation Valve avitebing. A mechanic and switching Failure Detector valve, redundant demand period
Continued: failure may not be circuitry would would disable th bath-up for the would constitut
correctable. This detect and isolate failed valve. affectd evapor- a serious prob-
failure may only con- the problem. Durin During a pro- ator would be lem in that a
atitute a problem if m programmed grammed interval lost. continuous flow
it occurred during a interval for the no correction of 1[20 •.v, the
non-demand period for valve, the condi- would be nece- affected
the secondary isolatic tion would not be awry, evaporator tirui
valve. detectable and be expei'.anced.
would effect aub- A series Ton-	 i
system performance figuration of
isolation valve
in each secon-
dary H2O loop
with manual
override in
recommended.
3. Internal EL l Would adversely affect During a non-pro- None
Leakage subaystem performance gr— ed interval
during a non-programm- for the valve, a
d interval for the leaking valve
ve, H2O from both would be detected
he primary and sec- by the Failure
nasty 1120 loops woull Detector. This
be delivered to the condition would
affected evaporator. not be correctable
without another
isolation valve an
nanual.
r
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DATE 8-^yL
FAILURE
DETECTION
METROD
DACK-UP/
ALTERNATE
CORRECTING
ACTION
REDUNDANCY
EVALUATION CORMS
s	 override to
a	 isolate the leslc-
in
	 valve. During
a programmed
interval leakage
of the valve
would not be
detectable nor
A
	
Would its detec-
.	 tion be required.
i-	 During non-pro- None Failed condition During demand
Crammed interval, of would be period for sec-
it	 Pressure switch detected and the ondary valve and
would sense valve disabled. intermittent
d	 pressure. The failure would re-
-	 Failure Detector suit in less of
would then dis- the affected eva-
able the valve. parator. During e
During Progi non-demand period
ed interval, for secondary
pressure switch valve. an
 inter-
Would sense lack mittent failure
of pressure. would result in
Failure Detector loss of back-up
would the disable capability for
%PSIS
-.^	 ^_...._ .J ___•_ ^^.w.-Mme..
F
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FAILURE
------------
FAILURE MISSION DETECTION BACK-UP/ CORRE4^.TING REDUNDANCY
CODE Eupm QUANTITY FUNCTION MODE PHASE FAILURE EFFECT METHOD ALTERNATE ACTION EVALUATION COMMENTS
123D Secondary Downstream A. Intermittent the secondary valve the valve. Primary Loop
Isolatian Valve Operation disabled. This would
and continued: result in the loss of
125tf Secondary Upstream the affected evapora=
Isolation Valve
Continued: 5. Degraded all If valve only garti No detection None None. Partially Meets single
Operation (Valve opens when commanded, method incorpor- open valve would failure fail-saf
partially opena would result in de- ated. allow at least criteria. De-
when activated) rated performance and degraded opera- graded perfor-
possible loss of aff- tion of secondar mance from this
ected evaporator. B20 loop for condition would
affected evapor- result only
ator. after the
incurrence of
two failures.
DID Downstream Evaporator One per Reject waste h:at 1. Freon leak all No detection Leaking ft t= The failureWould result in lass Alternate FCL
Care loop from Freon loop, of the affected FCL method incorpor- loop loop would be result in a fail
loop and abort of ated. disabled. Waste safe condition.
mission. heat rejectian The alternate
would be perfor- freon loop
mod by remaining would provide
FCL loop. sufficient beat
refection Cape-
bility to allow
safe return of
crew and pay-
load.
Manual isolatio2. structural all Would result in lass A Lass of ability None 820 to affected Meets single
Failure. affected evaporator
heat
to control to
400 evaporator would failure fail-s of primary andand degraded	 re- F outlet he cut off. The criteria. Sub- secondary R20jection capability temperature evaporator Sub- system capabillt5 loops for each
of the affected FCL would be indi- system would con following the evaporatorloop. This failure rated by instru- tinue to operate incurrence of should be pos y-
would also result in mentation and th upstream thin failure ible.920 contamination of display.
evaporator activE would be suffi-
cargo area and possiblt in one FCL loop cient for safedegradation of macep- and full cnpabil return of crewtitle payload elemmte ity in the alter- and payload.
note loop.
l.—^:...r
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TrN
COAE	 ELIHM WARTM rUMMI08
FAIUM
MODE
XMIOK
PHASE FAILURE EFFECT
FAILURE
DMECTION
N^THDD
HACK-Ups
AI1tRRNATE
CORRECtiRG
ACCIOH
REOUHDANCY
EYAL[lATioN COMMEns
Olt)	 Upstream One per Reject waste heat 1. Freon Leak All Would result in loss Iron Alternate FCL Loalting Freon The failure voull The design
Evaporator Core Loop from Freon loop of affected FCL loop hoop loop would be die result in a fail should incor-
and abort of mission ableil. Waste heat safe condition. poste suffi-
ejection voul.d The alternate cirnt separa-
e performed by freon loop would tion of tubing
ternate FCL provide suffi- of each FCL
- _ loop. cient heat re- loop or protec
jection cape- tion to ensure
bility to allow that damage &
safe return of subsequent leal-
crew and payload. age of one frec r
path will GBt
impair the per-
formance of th
alternate loop
The Incorpora-
tion of freon
leak detection
capability is
reco=ended to
alert crew of,^
leak condition.
2. Structural All(goat Sould result in loss Norse. Ions of None R2D affected Meets single fail apa*,ility for
Failure critical of affected e+mpora- calabillty to con evaporator would ure fail-safe or mar..ai isolr
effect tar & loss of abill:y trol to 40°F out.- be cut--oft. The teria. Suba^atem .ion of pri-
during to control evaporator let temperature evaporator nub- capability fol- nary & Second-
launch & subsystem outlet tam- Would be indicate system would con loving the incur- ary H2O loops
re-entry-1 perature to 40 0F. by iortrumoutai'lot time to operate rence of this for each evap-
Thin would result in & display equip- with dovnstrema failure would be orator should
degraded beat rcjoc- ment. evaporator in 1 sufficient for be possible.
tion capability of loop & full safe return of
the affected FCL loop. capability in craw & payload.
during launch & ro- the alternate FC
entry interva7.s. This loop,
failure would also r e-
salt in H2O contamina-
tion of cargo area &
possible degradation
of susceptible payload
elements.
r.
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CODE COJANTPPY VU1MION
FAILURE
}ODE
MISSION
PHASE	 FAILURE EFFECT
FAILURE
DETECTION
METHOD
BACK-UPS
ALTERNATE
CORRECTING
ACTION
REDUNDANCY
EVALUATION COMMENTS
13D Downstream Pressure One each Provides signal tc 1. Shorted contacts All	
Would result in can- The problem would There is no bacl None. The re- This mode invol
Switch loop failure detector or contacts met tinuous output signal be detected as a up alternate maining evapora- ves a limitatio
& for verification anically failed to Failure Detector. result of the pressure switch. for & the alter- of failure de-
13U Upstream Pressure of proper evapora in closed post- If this occurs at a affected evapora- note FCL loop tection equip-
Switch tar operation. tion, time when primary H2O tcr , s inability would continue ment in that
valve has not been con-to control to the to provide heat evaporator sub-
manded, the Failure requircO outlet rejection capa- system capabilit
Detector will deacti- temperatue=. bility. would be reduce
vate primary isolation due to the fail-
valve and activate ure of a failure
secondary isolation detection elms
valve. The failure The use of en-
detector would again tablished hi-rel
sense the fault and pressure awitch
de-activate the second is recommended
- ary isolation valve. for evaporator
The ultimate effect applications.
would be the loss of
the affected evapora-
tor G subsequent re-
duced beat rejection
capability of the
evaporator subsystem
. Open Contacts or All	 Rould result in no None. The prousuri None Pone. The remain Redundant pres-
contaets meth- output signal to fail switch iz a fail.- ing evaporator sure switch ap-
anically failed ure detector which ure detection and the alternato plications are
in open position would constitute an element. The fail FCL loop would not recommended.
erroneous failure in- ure would ue de- continue to pro- The use of oat
dication. The failure tected as a re- vide heat rejec- lisped hi-rel
detector would de- suit of the evap- tion capability. pressure switche
activate the primary orators inability is recommended
isolation valve and to control to the for evaporator
activate the second- required outlet applications.
ary isolation valve. temperature.
The fault would be
sensed again in the
secondary made and the
secondary isolation
valve deactivated,
ultimate effect would
be the loss of the
affected evaporator &
subsequent reduced
heat rejection capa-
bility of the Evapora
tar subsystem.
.. {	
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CUDg ELSHM g1ARTITY L1A MIGH
FAILURE
WDE
{
HISSIOH
FRASE	 FAILURE EFFECT
FAILURE
DETECTION
KMOD
HACK-UP/
ALTEWATE
CORRECT114;
ACTION
REDUNDANCY
EVALUATION COHKWS
13D Downstream Pressure 3. Leakage All This failure made woule Tte loss of abilil y	 None The pri. & sec. Meets single
Switch & result in lass of the of the affected H2O to the af- failure fail-
13U Upstream pressure affected evaporator & loop to control fe-ted evaporatoi safe criteria.
Switch Continued: ubnequent degraded to a 40°F ou*let would be out off Subsystem caps-
. eat rejection capabi- temperature would The evaporator bility following
ity of the affected be indicated by subsystem would the incurrence o
CL loop. It would alac irstrumentation continue to op- this failure
result in 1120 contamin and display. crate with the would be suffi-
ion of cargo area & remaining evap- cient for safe
possible degradation of orator active in return of crew
seeptiblo payload one FCL loop and and payload.
laments. full capability
in the alternate
loop.
4 . Intermittent / Jill This failure would be Instrumentation & None The pri. & sec. !fleets single tai - The selection
Degraded Output detected by the Fail- display equipment 7120 to the affect urc fail-safe cf established
ure Detector which would indicate the ed evaporator criteria. Sub- N1-Rel pressur
would then switch to affected evapore- would be succen- system capabilitl switches is re
secondary R20. If the tor's inability tc sively Cut off following the in commended for
intermittent condition control to the ro diaabling the currence of this evaporator
contiaaed, the failure quired outlet teq evaporator. The failure would be subsystem ap-
detector would then perature, evaporator sub- sufficient for plications.
awttch off the sec, system would co safe return of
H2O. If the intermitt- tinue to operate crew and payload+^^ {^ JIC[
ent failure occurred with the remain-
with the affected evap ing evaporator
orator already on sec. active in one F
1320, the Failure deter loop & full caps
for would switch the bility in the al
secondary B20 off. The ternate loop.
ultimate effect would
be the loan of the af-
fected evaporator.
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FAILURB
FAFIM MISSION DETECTION BACK-UP/ CORRECTING REDUNDANCY
CODE ELEKW CkfA41TITY FUNCTION M113311
PHASE FAILURE EFFECT METHOD ALTERNATE ACTION EVALUATION CONK0T5
21D Downstream Tempera- One each Senses coolant 1. Short All Would result in incarc None. The propoo- The proposed se None. The re- Excellent. The
Lure Sensor per loop temperature and rest output signal to ed sensor is a nor is a three- mmining evap- three-element
g provides cor- controller which in three-elment me- element majority orator and the parallel redun-
21U Upstream Temperature responding output turn Mad incorrectly jertty voter con- voter component. alternate FCL dant (majority
Sensor signal to Control shutoff the evaparant. figuration. The loop would can voter) will pro-
ler The affected confignra outputs of two- tinue to pro- ride an extromel
tion would attempt to oert-of three sen- vide heat re- :w probability
correct an erroneous sing elements Section capa- o: failure for
high temperature con- must be incorrect bility. the sensor. Ex-
dition. The final ef.- before an rotor- ceeds fail-uafe
fect would neceositate rent sensor out- criteria.
abutdovu of the aft put would be ee-
fected evaporator, pertenced.
2. Open All Would result in incor- Hone The sensor is a None Excellent. Ex- The sensor ha.^:
rect temperature out, three-element ceeds fail-safe an extremely
put signal to Control- majority voter criteria. low nrobabtlity
ler. The affected ion- configuration. of failure as 1
figuration would at- is a three-ele-
tempt to correct an ment majority
erroneous lov tempers! voter confiputk
ture condition. The tion.
final effect would
necessitate shutdown
of the affected FCL
. Degraded Output All This failure may resull None required Sensor is a thr ee None. if a sen- Meets fail-safe
(Out-of-Toler- to an asToncous bSgb el • .ent majority sor failure criteria. Sensor
ante). temperature or lov voter should occur is majority voter
temperature output sip the affected configuration.
nal. Either condition evaporator woul Exceeds fail-safe
vould result in the of be disabled. criteria.
fected configuration The subsystem
attempting to correct uu.ild continue
to the erroneous temp- to operate with
erature signal. The the remaining
failed condition would evaporator in
necessitate sbutdown one loop and
of the affected cvapor - the other FCL
tor. loop folly
onerational.
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FAILURE
FAILURE HISSI04 DETECTION BACK-UP/ CORRECTING REDUNDANCY
CODE RUMN WARTITY rj*CTIOW HODL PHASE FAILURE EFFECT METHOD ALTERNATE ACTION KVALUATION COHK0TS
220 Downstream Controllax one each Regalntos evapora 1. no Output 1_12 Huld result in loss The failure detec- Ilona [lone. Subsystem Meet fail-safe Instrumentad& per loop for Freon outlet of the affected evap- for Wald detect would continue criteria_ Failed tion should be22U Upstream Controller temperature. Pro- orator. Performance of the no-output con- to perform with condition would ncluded in the
video on-off sig- remaining evaporator dition. The H2O the remaining not prohibit oat eaign which
nal to H2O valve, and alternate FCL loop valves are normal- evapor•-,	 r	 in th meturn of crew & Indicates this
via Failure Detec would be unaffected. ly closed and with affected loop G payload. failure condi-
for in response to no control signal the alternate tion to operator
temperature signal from the controlle. FCL loop. iersonnel.
from sensor. trill remain in the
closed position.
2. Intermittent P1i Would degraue the abi- The failure would Bone Done. The affect
Output lity of controller to not be readily d ed evaporator mw.
ontrol the correspond testable. The in- continue to mp-
g 3120 valve. The ex- ability of the of erate Intermitt-
ent of thn degrailatior fected evaporator ently without
would be dependent on to maintain the critical effects
he degree of intermit required setpoint
ency. The ultimate e[ temperature would
ect would be lose of be detected by
efficiency	 of the af.- coolant tempera e
meted evaporator. readout.
3. Degraded Output All If output control sig- The inability of Hone Hone. The subsys Meets failsafe Instrumentation
sl is degraded to a the affected tem would con- criteria. Failed should be inclu
oint where the eorres evaporator to tinue to operate condition would in design which
nding 820 valve drop maintain the re- with the remain- not prohibit saf indicates the
ut. then the effect quired srtpoint ing evaporator return of crew status of pri.
luld be loss of the temperate-e would and the alter- and payload. 6 sec.	 Ii20valvc
acted evaporator. be detect,-d by note FCL loop• for each crap-
a failure would not coolant tw—,arm- orator.
feat the performance ture readout.
f the remaining evap-
ator nod the altor-
te FCL loop.
Q`
t
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FAILURE
CEDE sL1RImT QUANTM
FAILURE
FUNCTION	 mods
KISSION
PHARB FAILURE EFFECT
DETECTIGN
METHOD
BACK-UP/
ALTERNATE
CORBECTIHG
ACTION
1=UNDAI3CY
EVALUATION CUN{RRPS
231)
2313
Dovnstream Failure
Detector
&
Upstream Failure
Detector
one each
per loop
Provides signal	 1. 110 output
to de-activatepr Mary H
2O valve
and activate sec.
N20 valve in the
event of pri.
N20 valve failure
All A no-output condition
far a given failure
detector would result
in loss of the affects
evaporator. The con-
troller output signals
to the H2O valve(al
are ranted through
ifone, 4he failed
component is a
failure detection
element. The fail
ure would be de-
tected through
coolant temperatur
instrurentation
gone. Hone, The sub-
system would con
tinue to operate
with the remain-
ing evaporator
and the n1tarnate
FCL loop,
Meets failsafe
criteria. Failed
condition would
not prohibit sal
return of crew
and payload.
Instrumentation
should be in-
luded which prD.
rides direct and
rapid indication
f H2O valve
atatus for each
aporator.
the Failure Detector. and display.
The loss of the output
signals would result
In the appropriate
1120 TalTe not being
actuated.
All The following effects The failure would None. The sub- Would require Fleets single 2ambility to2. Logic and/or
Switching could be experienced: i he detected by system would con disabling the failure failsafe Twinually isolate
Failure Qk Failure to datect coolant tempera- tine to perform affected evapora criteria Ti l pri. and sec
a failed condition. ture instrumenta- with the remain- for F20 loops should
(2) Failure to switch tion and display. ing evaporator be incorporated.
to Dec. 820 valve when
required. The ultitrate
effect would be loss
of the affected evap-
in one loop and
the alternate
FCL iaop-
3. Intermittent
orator.
All The ability of the af- This failure would None None. The affect -
output fected controller to not be readily de-- ed evaporator may
controlthe active 1120 testable vnleas continue to opera
TalTe would be degra- the degree of in- to intermittentl}
} ded. Thin would sub- termittency is ex- without critical
aegaently result in trace. The inabi- effecta.
degraded performance lity of the affect
of the affected ed evaporator to
evaporator. maintain the re-
quired coolant set
point temperature
would be detected
by coolant temp.
Instrumentation.
I
r (.
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FAIIxTHE
FAILURE HISMOR DEPECTIO2i BACK-UP/ CORRECTING REDUNDA4CY
CODE ELxmw quAlt m FUNCTION	 mm PRASE FAILURZ EFFRCT MMOD
ALTMATE ACTION EVALUATION COMKMTS
23D Dovnotre= Failure 4. Degraded All Degradation of Fa ilamc The failure vmLU Ticino None. The evap- Hoota single
Detector Output Detector to a level be dotected by orator oubsyst failure failaafe
6 below driye threshold temperature in- could continue criteria.
Upotrcam Failure of U20 Talve Would re atrsmentation to operate with
Detector salt in acme failure and display remaining evap-
Continued: effects as a no-output orator in one
condition. The abilitY loop and the
to ra=Umd correspond alternate FCL
1vg pri, and sec. H2D loop.
yallres voald be lost.
The ultimate effect
vonld be loss of the
affected evaporator.
ro
t^
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APPENDIX A
NOZZLE DEVELOPMENT TESTING
1.0
	 SUMMARY
The spray nozzle has been demonstrated to be a critical factor in
the evaporator design. Nozzle configurations have been observed to produce
a combined droplet size, distribution, and supply rate such that local accumu-
lations of frost result independent of surface temperature. Additionally,
nonuniform spray patterns, spray adherence to the nozzle face, and evaporant
supply pressure limitations can plague the evaporator operation. During the
development of the Prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporators and the Prototype Z
modification program, extensive nozzle testing was performed to find an
acceptable combination of nozzle spray characteristics with various configura-
tions of evaporator heat transfer geometry.
The various nozzle configurations selected for evaluation during the
7-
program (shown in Figure 3-1) encompassed a wide range of capacities, spray
patterns, and flow geometries. Nozzles with water flow capacities from 7.3 to
45 kg/hr (16 to 100 lbs/hr) consistent with expected spacecraft supply pressures
were tested. In addition to hollow cone spray patterns tested previously in the
Prototype I program, nozzles with solid cone were evaluated in conjunction with
six different potential heat exchanger core configurations. Two techniques were
p	 used in evaluating spray pattern/droplet distribution: (1) "implied distribution'
=r
using the surface temperature profiles of the Prototype I flash evaporator; and
(2) direct analyses obtained from optical observations of a nozzle sprayed into
an evacuated bell jar.
The data obtained from the nozzle testing was reduced and put into
a useful format for the designer having to select a nozzle or nozzles for a
particular evaporator heat exchanger core shape. This data is presented in this
Appendix.
2.0	 INTRODUCTION
IT
	
	
In spray nozzles, liquid breakup is usually caused by the collapse of
unstable sheets or {jets. Centrifugal pressure nozzles impart a swirling motion
IT	
to the liquid by tangential passages, slots, or cores. The swirling film of
liquid then emerges through a circular orifice as a thin hollow sheet. SinceI	 PPME ING PAGE BLANK NC)T ^ A-1
it is unstable, it immediately collapses into ligaments which break up into
small droplets of various size.
	 .:
i
Such devices produce tiny droplets of 1 or 2 microns as well as
larger droplets that m
	 	 ay range up to several hundred microns. No conventional
	
_.
nozzles, however, are capable of spraying droplets of equal size.
In most cases, larger droplets may be expected as nozzle capacity
t
increases. - As metering passages are enlarged to allow greater liquid through-
F	 put, larger droplets generally result. Spray angle rating is also a factor,
	 Is
finer droplets being associated with larger angles.
i
Droplet size may vary within the pattern of a given spray. In hollow
cone sprays, for example, there is usually a preponderance of larger droplets
at the outside of the pattern.
In order to gain greater insight into spray nozzle operation and to
find an acceptable combination of spray characteristics for various evaporator
combinations, spray nozzle testing was performed during Prototype 2 and 3
development using two techniques. These are described in the sections that
	 +
follow.
3.0	 IMPLIED SPRAY DISTRIBUTION NOZZLE TESTING
The implied spray distribution testing (using the surface temperature i
profiles of the Prototype I flash evaporator) was conducted during the early
development of the 14.6 kw (50,000 BTU/hr) Prototype 2 evaporator. Twenty hollow
cone nozzles were evaluated (including 13 "off-the-shelf" nozzles and 7 "baseline
modified" nozzles) to obtain the optimum nozzle/ evaporator having the same heat
transfer surface shape/configuration as the Prototype I device.
Typical surface temperature data,such as that shown in Figure A-1 for
the WDA-14.0-90° nozzle,was taken for each nozzle tested. The data was reduced
to provide the spray distribution per unit heat transfer area using the following
relationship:
mCp ( DTf ) - ANIH2O	-
h
fg )^)	 DAB,	 _
where: mCp = Fluid heat flow capacitance
a
A--2
1EE
	 .:,	 i
I,i=
I,
AT 	
- surface temperature difference per unit area
is
hfg	 = latent heat of vaporization
1 6	 Using this approach, the test data taken in Figure A-1 was reduced to provide
7
7
	 the implied spray distribution data shown in Figure A-2. This distribution
eo
	
	
data was compiled for each nozzle tested using the "implied distribution"
technique.
The "off-the-shelf" nozzles were tested to obtain comparative data
with the wDA-14.0-900 baseline Prototype I nozzle. The seven "baseline modified"
nozzles were tested to determine the effects on spray distribution, opening
angles, etc. of variation of the wDA-14.0- 900 distributor slot geometry and orifice
diameter. The "baseline modified" geometry variations tested are compared in
Tab-, A-1. A summary of the nozzle spray characteristics and corresponding
evaporator performance are presented in Table A-2. These results showed that
for a 14.6 kv evaporator, the baseline j4'DA-14.0-90 0 Prototype I nozzle produced
the best spray distribution, and that the Modified baseline nozzles tended to
spray in a heavy, narrow band with an uneven spray pattern. No conclusions on
the individual distributor geometry modifications on spray pattern could be
separated from test results.
Additional spray distribution data was obtained for 12 off-the-shelf
nozzle , s spraying 6.8kg/see (15 lbs/hr) using the implied distribution technique
during modification of the Prototype I evaporator for use as a radiator top-off
device. These data are presented in Table A-3.
OPTICAL SPRAY DISTRIBUTION NOZZLE TESTING
As development of the Prototype 2 and 3 evaporators progressed, the use
of the implied distribution technique for testing spray nozzles was not possible
due to the larger amounts of water evaporant flow rate expected (up to 45 kg/hr-
100 lb/hr). This was due to the Prototype I heat exchanger core and exhaust duct
size being limited to spray rates of 22.5 kg/hr (50 lb/hr).
In order to obtain quantative spray pattern data, a visual analysis
method was developed for nozzle evaluation. It had been previously observed
that the spray into a near vacuum which impacted a bell jar wall formed a band
A-?
.t
.-
is
is
44 4.0
ae
of frost which corresponded in shape and thickness to the local spray pattern.
It was decided to use the effect to obtain quantitative spray pattern information
on the spray patterns of the various nozzle candidates at a variety of flow rates/
supply pressures. As seen in Figure A-3, the nozzle/valve assembly was centrally
located in the chamber for these tests, so tha-; an unsymmetrical impingement
a6
pattern was produced. The spray was maintained for a sufficient period of time
to establish a visible frost layer on the bell jar wall. The pertinent
geometrical parameters (shown in Figure A-3) were then recorded at each location.
The results of these tests are summarized in Tables A-4 and A-5 in
Figure A-4. Computed angles 6t , ab , e l , and 62 define the outer and inner limits
of the spray and heavy spray respectively, while 6 c corresponds to the location
of maximum spray intensity. From the data, it was noted that for hollow cone
nozzles, the effect of ambient bell jar pressure on the included angle of the spray
and the cone width remained at essentially 130 0
 and 250 , respectively, for all
a.
nozzles. For solid cone nozzles, it was observed that increasing flow (and
supply pressure) caused the nozzles to spray in a hollow cone while decreasing
flow caused the included angle to decrease.
5.0	 SPRAY NOZZLE/HEAT EXCHANGER CORE DESIGN DATA
The spray nozzle data reported in Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of this appendix
for a spray rate of 7.2 kg/hr (16 lb/hr) was compiled into useful design data
for six different evaporator configurations for 3.6 kg/ft2 (8 lb/ft2 ) maxima-
spray densities. Figure A-5 presents the design data for a circular flat plate
evaporator configuration. The data for a cylindrical configuration are presented
in Figures A-6  thru A-8 for heavy spray on the side, corner, and bottom respec-
tively. Figure A-9 presents cone shape configuration data, while Figure A-10	 -=
compares configurations where spray intercepts a cylinder side only. These data
4
were used in evaluating various concepts of Prototype 2 and 3 evaporators.
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FIGURE A-1 PROTOTYPE I EVAPORATOR TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
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TABLE A-2 IMPLIED DISTRIBUTION NOZZLE/EVAPORATOR TEST RESULTS
ao
*
NOZZLE
PERFORMANCE
EFFICIENCY
SPRAY ANGLES
BTtf
Qe	 } Tiny F} cTout F
LB
mH O^HH }
BOTTOM TOP
in 11 DEGREES DEGREES REMARKS
WDA 14-90° 51800 150.3 45. 1 50.0 .984 45 65 Proto I Baseline
WDA 12-90° 51800 150 44.4 50.0 .983 48 70 Heavy Spray
WDA-12-90° 53458 150.4 127.6 51.6 .205 53 64 Ice
WDA 12-90° 5190+ 149.5 44. 1 50.1 .976 41 64 Ice
WDA-10-90` 5190+ 1+9.6 45.0 50.1 .974 36 70
WDA-10-90' 52111 149.6 46. 1 50.3 .963 10 70 Nozzle Leaks
WDA-8-900 51696 148.8 46.2 49.9 .960 40 70
WDA-14-TO° 51489 150.4 43.0 49.7 1.003 40 64
MOD 6 52007 150.1 45.2 50.2
.972 47 70 Nozzle Ice
MoD 7 51800 152.0 46.3 50.0 .983 53 70
MOD 8 52111 150.3 42.5 50.3 .996 53 70 Ice
MOD 9 5221.4 150.6 13. 2 50. 4 .992 4o 70
MOD 10 52131 149.0 43.8 50.3 .973 52 65 Ice
MOD 11 52214 150.8 53.4 50.4 .905 53 64 Ice
MOD 13 52007 151.0 44.0 50.2 .992 43 70 Nozzle Ice
MOD 14 52318 1+9.9 42.0 50.5
.994 4o 70 Nozzle Ice
1/4-NN-4 52111 119.4 46.7 50.3
.973 36 6o Ice
1/4-NN-8 52111. 150.6 42.9 50.3 .9995 40 70 Heavy Ice
WDA-XX-YY -- Delavan nozzles, XX gph at 125 psig supply
YY opening angle in atmosphere
MOD
	 --
 Modified WDA-14-900 nozzles
1/4--NN-XK -- Spray Systems Co. nozzles
3
girl
	
now Ferri W *y 0-4 6-4 §--4 &M &ONO PO4 404 8 • now
TABLE A-3
IMPLIED DISTRIBUTION DATA FOR
TOP-OFF EVAPORATOR NOZZLES
EVAP
FLOWItATE
SUPPLY
PRESSURE EFFICIENCY
m
out
SPRAY ANGLES
BOTTOM TOP
NOZZLES lb hr psig OF deg deg REMARKS
1/4-NN-2 15.5 18.2 96.4 42.2 10 47
1/4-NN-2 15.7 11 98.0 42.1 10 45
1/4-NN-3 15.8 8.1 98.0 42.7 28 45
WDw-3.5-90 15.6 26.6 100 41.4 35 50
wDA-4.o-go 15.7 18.5 98.7 40.4 45 70
wDA-4.0-70 15.7 13.3 100 40.8 40 53
WDA-3.0-90 16.0 42.7 98.4 41.3 43 60
wDw-4.o-90 16.1 15.4 99 40.2 36 55
wDw-4.o-90 16.1 16.6 99 40.0 40 53
WDW-3.0-90 15.5 38 99.5 41.3 40 57
wDB-4.o--go 16.1 21 98.4 40.8 10 47
wDB-4.0-90 15.8 17.1 98 41.5 10 46
*See notes on Table A--2
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eTABLEA-4
FLASH EVAPORATOR NOZZLE OPTICAL SPRAY DATA
16 1b/hr FLOWRATE
6b	 1	 9c
^2 6t M1--2
NOZZLE (DEG)	 (DEG)	 (DEG) {DEG) (DEG) MT
4.5-W-90 30	 4o	 46 59 6o .80
' 5-0-W-90 37	 46	 55 65 72 .87F
3.5-W-90 25	 33	 39 46 52 .47
^.' 3.5-W-70 27	 37	 42 50 51 .85
4.5-W-70 30	 4o	 47 6o .774
4.0-B-70 0	 -	 - -- 45 -
3.5-B-70 30	 32	 - 36 50 .92
3.5-$--90 33	 37	 42 48 52 .62
5-0-B-90 o	 -	 - .. 48 ..
4.5-$-70 0	 --	 - -- 46 --
5.0-B-70 o	 -	 - - 45 .. ,
5.0--A-70 30	 32	 4o 53 56 .70
4.5-A-70 25	 44	 54 6o 66 .72 1
1/4-NN-2 23	 33	 39 47 53 .65
f	
f]
4.0-B-90 0	 -	 - - 47 .-
4. 0-B-90 0	 -	 -- - 46 ..
` 4. o-A--90 41	 48	 54 59 71 .53
4.O--W-70 0	 25	 2$ 31 ^F .18
4.0-A-70 30	 38	 43 48 54 .38 f
4.o-A-45
 -	
-	 - -
48
-
nn 4.o-w-45 -	 24	 27 30 45 --
3.5--A--90 4o	 44	 51 58 67 .6o
S	 -
*Delevan Nozzles
XX- YY-ZZ s	 .
XX - flow gph at 125 Psi B1fpp17
YY - A -- hollow
B - solid
	
spray cone in atmosphere
W - 1/2 and 6
ZZ - Cone opening angle in atmosphere
j
r-i
A-11
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TABLE A-5 =°
PLASH EVAPORATOR NOZZLE OPTICAL SPRAY DATA
i
75 lb/hr PLOWRATE
9b 81 B^ 82 9t M1-2
NOZZLE (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) MT
35.0-B-90 4o 46 51 56 67 .584
Ira
32.0-B-90 42 47 52 57 67 .545
30.0-B-90 43 48 54 59 69 .556
^a
i
28.0-B-90 4o 46.5 55 63 70 •598
26. 0-B-90 41 50 57 6o 74 .461
32.0-B-70 27 40 46 55 60 .765
28.0-B-70 37 42 47 58 63 .705 m
32.0-A-70 27 41 47 59 70 .646
28.0-A-90 23 46 52 U-5 77 •470
`i 35.0-A-70 28 41 44 57 68 .695
26.0-$--70 28 36 45 50 62 .791
35.0-A-90 27 46 51 6o 70 ,589
} 32.0-A-90 24 45 53 68 84 .74o
i 30.0-A-90 28 47 55 67 75 •715 °h
r 24 .0-B-90 28 46 56 67 80 .502 ^r
22.0-B-90 28 42 58 6o 74 .519 a
20.0-B-90 32 49 53 63 70 .723 qR
18.0-B-90 39 47 51 6o 68 .710
22.o-B--8o 28 40 44 58 74 •502
22.0-B--70 28 4o 46 57 70 .621
24.0-A-90 4o 49 56 68 72 .552 yt
3 26.0-A-90 29 47 53 65 72 .552
SEE NOTES ON TABLE A-4
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APPENDIX B
DROPLET SPRAY IMPACT/VAPORIZATION TESTS
1.0	 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This report documents the droplet spray impact and vaporization
tests performed as part of the Prototype 2 Flash Evaporator Program. These
tests wereperformed in two segments: a brief initial series, completed in
August of 1972, and a second series, completed in March of 1973. The initial
tests were performed at an ambient pressure of 133 N/m 2 (I mmHg), somewhat lower
than the nominal flash evaporator operation pressure of 506 n/m2 (3.8 mmHg).
Hence, the additional tests at more representative pressures were deemed necessary.
This report deals primarily with the results of the tests comprising the
second series.
The specific objectives of these tests were as follows:
o To observe, with the aid of high-speed photography,
the impacts of droplets striking a target placed
at various locations within the spray pattern pro-
duced by typical flash evaporator nozzle.
0 To observe, again with the aid of high-speed photo-
graphy, the subsequent droplet vaporization process.
o To make quantitative measurements of the superficial
heat flux produced by the spray impact/vaporization
W	 process.
In the pursuit of these objectives, the parameters to be in-
vestigated included ambient pressure, surface temperature, spray impact angle,
and annular/radial location in the spray. As the tests progressed, it became
apparent that spray pattern information would be required for interpretation
of the beat transfer results. Thus approximate pattern data were also obtained
The body of this Appendix describes the experimental equipment
and procedures, the test results, and the conclusions reached as a result
of this test program. In addition, recommendations for further investigations
of a phenomenological nature are presented.
The results of this study are summarized as follows;
o A variety of phenomena are present in the impact/
evaporation process. At any instant, sublimation,
nucleate boiling, ice cap ejection, and mass ag-
glomeration may be occuring simultaneously.
o However, the efficiency of the phase change process
appears to deviate from 100% only under extreme
conditions: i.e., surface temperatures sufficiently
high to produce significant droplet bounce and
splatter, or surface temperature sufficiently low, and
pressure sufficiently high to cause surface flooding.
o Based upon spraying heat flux values inferred from
target-transient response, it appears that droplet
bounce/splatter becomes significant at surface tem-
perature in excess of 339°K (150°F). A surface flooding
boundary is postulated which allows heat fluxes in
excess of 63.1 kw/m 2 (20000 BTU/ft2-hr) at a surface
temperature of 277.5°K (40 0 F). Thus the range of 100%-
efficient operating condition is quite wide.
o It is recommended that immediate future efforts con-
centrate on steady-state measurements of spray heat
flux values, rather than additional studies of the
B-2
kproperties of the spray itself., such as
droplet size and distribution.
	
1t is this
heat transfer data which will be most useful
in the optimization of flash evaporators
designed around the current class of spray
nozzle.ty
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2.0	 EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
2.1	 Apparatus
The test set-up is pictured in Figures B-1 and B-2 and shown	
.t
schematically in Figure B-3. As shown in Figure B-4, the target assembly con-
sisted of an instrumented 6061-T6 aluminum slug imbedded in a polycarbonate 	 ^f
body. The base of this slug contained a 100 watt electrical heater, retained
by a phenolic insulator. De-ionized water was supplied to the spray nozzle
	
i
Ca A
at a nominal 30 psia, with flow control provided by a Parker-Hannifin solenoid
valve of the type used in the Prototype 2 Flash Evaporator. The spray nozzle
itself was the proven Delavan WDA-14 for the majority of the tests. Two special
order Delavan nozzles were used exclusively in spray pattern testing. The
target and nozzle/valve assemblies could be moved relative to one another to
vary the impact geometry, which is defined in Figure B-5.
This apparatus was mounted in i bell jar, which was evacuated
by the VS p Space Environment Simulation Chamber (SES) through a large gate
valve. In order to maintain a constant bell jar pressure and to protect
	
LA 4
the vacuum system of the larger chamber, a LN2 cooled cold trap was placed
within the bell jar and used to condense the evaporant gas during the test
runs.
2.2	 Instrumentation
+	
The target assembly was instrumented with thermocouples as shown
	 p.•
S
i
	 in Figure B-4. The output of the surface thermocou ple, TCV11, was displayed on
an Esterline-Angus Millivolt recorder. In addition, the initial transient
response of TC;l was recorded for a period of several seconds at the begin-
"	 ning of each run using an X-Y Millivolt recorder. The remaining thermocouple
outputs were displayed on a Brown Multichannel Recorder. Bell jar pressure
ii
i
i
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was measured by means of an MKS Baratron gage. The Baratron output was also
recorded on the Esterline-Angus Millivolt Recorder.;
High-speed photography was accomplished for selected test condi-
tions using a Redlake Hycam Model 41-0004 camera. Film speeds ranging from
2000 to 10000 frames per,.second were employed at various times during the
experiments. The film used was Kodak Tri-X, in roll lengths of 100, 200,
and 400 feet depending on the film speed. Illumination was provided by 	 a
E.
F	 four 1000 watt lamps, the position of which was refined during the course
F	 w
t	 of the experiments to provide best illumination of the droplet input/vapori-
zation process.
2.3
	 Procedure
The basic procedure followed for each test condition included
these steps:
(1) Set-up desired test configuration, position camera
and lights (if required).
G^b
(2) If required, shoot a short film leader at 100 frames
per second to define scale.
k	
(3) Evacuate bell jar and initiate LN2 flow to the cold
-t
trap.
(4) Stabilize target at desired temperature and adjust
bell ,jar pressure to the required value.
is
(5) In rapid sequence, initiate spray flow, X-Y recorder,
lights, and camera (as required). After five seconds,
turn off spray and lights. y
(6) Bring bell jar to atmospheric pressure, disassemble
and dry test fixture.
	
1.
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As noted, the spray was maintained for only a brief period
of a few seconds. Originally, it was planned to spray until a steady-state
temperature distribution was established in the target slug, so that the
spraying heat flux could be inferred.
	 However, the heat fluxes obtained were
' so large that a steady condition could not be established with the target/
heater configuration utilized. 	 Even with full heater power, the target sur-
face cooled monotonically under all conditions of pressure and geometry and
flooding of the surface eventually occurred. 	 Thus a transient technique
had to be adapted for purposes of heat flux measurement, and spraying time
was limited to the duration required for photography and recording of the
-initial portion of the temperature transient. 	 As an added benefit, this
reduced the quantity of water accumulated in the bell jar and allowed a
quicker dry-out between test points.
}
}
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3.0	 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The actual test conditions investi gated are summarized in 	 {
Table B-1, along with an indication of the length and nominal speed of the
-i
film taken, if any. A "map" of the initial target temperature/bell jar
pressure conditions investigated for the WDA-14 nozzle spray is presented in 	 -,
Figure B-6. Results of the high soeed photography and the surface temperature
	 ^&
response measurements are summarized and discussed in the following paragraphs.
W!
3.1
	
High-Speed Photography
For approximately half of the test condition, high speed films
wr
were obtained. All of these films display two common features: a great deal
of droplet impact, rebound, and vaporization activity; and an absence of
detail as to the size and shape of the incoming droplets. Because of the
shallow depth of field associated with the high--magnification less, only an
^a
occasional incoming droplet was in focus. Considerable time and effort was
expended in an attempt to improve the quality, but the final films still left
much to be desired. The salient features of the various films are summarized
in Table B-2, and this table is recommended for use as a Guide in selecting
	
-rj.
i
films for detail study. Any or all of the film data can be obtained from
the writer upon request.	 i
TABLE B-1
}	 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
RUN #
PRESSURE
(mmHg)
INITIAL
TEMP (°F)
DISTANCE
(IN.)
SPRAY
ANGLE (DEG.)
SURFACE
ANGLE (DEG.)
FILM
LENGTH (FT.)
1 3.9 149 8.3 45 90 200
2 3.9 124 46 200
3 3.8 109 100
4 4.0 75
5 4.6 149
6 3.6 150
7 3.0 150
8 2.5 149
9 4.5 69
10 3.5 70
11 3.0 fig
12 2.55 76 8.3 45
13 3.82 150 10.0 40
14 3.95 148 10.0 50
15 3.8 150 4.87 45
16 3.9 149 9.75
17 3.75 122
18 3.85 103
19 4.4 149
20 2.4 149 9.75 100
21a 3.8 252 8.3 ---
21b 225 ---
21 c 198 ..--
21 d
318
174 ---
21e 136 ---
22a 4.5 98 ---
22b 3.0 99 8.3 ---
23a 3.7 47 9.75 --^
23b 42 ---
23c 70 ----
23d 61 ---
23e 109 ----
23f 3.7 168 9.75 45 90 ---
@0"Iloop	loop
^i
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TABLE B-2
SUMMARY OF HIGH SPEED FILM RESULTS
Cn
ACTUAL FILM
RUN # SPEED (FRAMES/SEC) DESCRIPTION
1 4500 Clear impact about half way through roll. 	 Ice	 cap ejected near
end.	 Clear splattering near end.	 Good example of high surface
temperature phenomena. 	 Slightly underexposed.
2 4600 Exposure better than Run 11.	 Excellent incoming drop just over
half way through.	 Good impact/splatter results at two--thirds
through.	 Parallel incoming droplets near end.
3 5300 Not much activity.	 Surface focus poor.	 Good incoming droplet
about half way through.	 Droplet diameter estimated at 0.005
inches, velocity at 120 ft/sec.
4 5700 Clear ice cap ejection near beginning.	 Good activity, but less
splattering than high temperature cases. 	 Sticking impact about
two-thirds through.
5 5400 Condition near triple point.	 Good exposure, much liquid accum-
ulation, some apparent nucleate boiling.
6 5500 Similar to Run rrl, but less overall activity.
TABLE B-2 (CONTINUED)
CM
ACTUAL FILM
RUN # SPEED (FRAMES/SEC) DESCRIPTION
7 5500 Much less bounce/splatter than other 150 OF runs.	 Most incoming
droplets stick.
8 6000 Mixed splattering/sticking.	 Good splattering results about
two-thirds through. Slightly underexposed.
9 6100 Condition near triple point.	 Much splashing on impact, Agglomer-
ation of liquid, some post--impact boiling.
10 6000 Underexposed, minimal activity.
11 6300 Poor surface illumination/focus. 	 Generally not much activity.
Good incoming droplet about two-thirds through.
12 6000 Good exposure, marginal focus.	 Ice particle stands on edge,
falls over, and sublimes.
	
More ice present than for high
temperature case at this pressure (2.5 mm Hg).
13 6000 Spray missed target during film run.
mACTUAL FILM
RUN SPEED (FRAMES/SEC) DESCRIPTION
14 3800 Switched to larger FOV lens to observe vaporization.	 Bad posi-
tfoning, minimal activity, some splattering.
15 3800 Film accidentally exposed,
16 3800 Photography adequate. 	 Some splattering, gyration of impacted
droplets observed.
17 3200 Droplets visibly adhering to the surface, occasionally ejected.
Good overall view of phenomena.
18 3200 Impacting droplets visible and migrating on ^.arface. 	 Not as
clear as Run #17.	 Agglomeration visible about one-third through.
19 3200 Poor focus.	 Migration of droplets resembles the Leidenfrost
phenomenon (stable film boiling.)
20 3200 Underexposed, poor focus.	 Not much activity.
B-18
3.2	 Surface Temperature Response
When the spray is initiated, the short-time response of the
target surface is of interest since it reflects the spraying heat flux cor-
responding to the initial surface temperature. Typical, measured surface
temperature time histories are shown, in Figure R--7. The initial damped oscilla-
tion present in the traces is a characteristic of the instrumentation system,
while the small perturbations are interpreted as the response of the thermo-
couple to droplet "hits" on or near it. The general downward trend in surface
temperature represents the overall response of the target front-face to the
spray.
The data from Run 7#17 are presented in Figure B-7(a). For that
case, the initial surface temperature was 128°F and a drop of 360  was
observed during the initial five seconds of spraying. Results of Run #23d
are shown in FigureB-7(b). There, the initial temperature was 70 o F and a drop
of 15OF was experienced during the recording period. Surface response for an
initial temperature of 540 E (Run #23b) is shorn in Figure B-7(c).This value
was representative of the lowest attainable with the apparatus, and a drop
of 70  was observed during the observation time. The interpretation of
these results in terms of spray heat flux is discussed in detail in Section
4.o of this Appendix.
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4.0	 HEAT TRANSFER DATA ANALYSIS
As mentioned earlier in this report, it was originally intended
to infer spraying heat flux values by means of a steady-state energy balance
at the target surface. However, the rather large heat flux levels obtained
prevented establishment of a steady condition. Thus a transient data analysis
technique was employed, and the results are described in the following
paragraphs.
	
4.1	 Surface Response Model
The target was a 1" diameter by 2" long slug, and the first
inclination is to model the front surface response as that of a semi-infinite
solid exposed to a constant heat flux. Schneider ( Reference 8) presents the
analytical solution and working curves for this problem. The front surface
response is given by:
V	
(T-To)2q a9
V:W—
m
where:
k	 = material thermal conductivity (BTU/hr-ft-°F)
q	 = heat flux (BTU/hr-ft2-°F)
T	 = instantaneous surface temperature (°F)
To 	= initial surface temperature ( °F)
p; a	 = material	 thermal diffusivity (ft2/hr)
8	 = time from exposure (hr)
Solving for the heat flux:
r. ; q	 - k	 ^r	 (T-To)
2 a9^
B-20
For aluminum:
k = 102 BTU/hr-ft-°F
a = 2.33 Ft2/hr
Substituting and manipulating units:
q = 3230 T-To	 BTU/ft2-hr
where 6 is in seconds. This is the basic equation used in the computation of
the spraying heat flux.
In order to effectively utilize this semi-infinite solid model,
it is necessary to define its limitations. Referring again to Schneider
(Reference 8), it is found that the front face of a semi-infinite p late (of
finite thickness) generally responds as that of a semi-infinite solid (of
infinite thickness) for Fourier numbers less than 0.1:
Fo = ae	 <	 0.1
Q
where Z is the plate thickness. For the 2" deep aluminum target of these
tests:	
2 ^
eFo = 0.1 =	
(0.1} 2 1
83
 36f10	 seconds = 3.53 second-,-!
i
1 ^	 -
Thus effects of finite slab thickness would be expected to be present in the
f	 front face data after three to four seconds. In order to provide some margin
against this limitation, data from the first two seconds of spraying were	 t
used in the heat flux calculations.
*-7	 A second source of error is found in three-dimensional effects.
j W
The -target is actually a cylinder with an insulated side wall, and the im-
perfection of the insulation will lead to some radial heat loss. however, the
B-21
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maximum temperature change observed in two seconds was on the order of 30°F,
and if it is postulated that the insulation remains at the initial temperature
while the slab temperature changes by this amount, the radial conduction loss
would be
AT
gradial	 insulator "insulator/2
Here:
insulator = 0.1 BTU/hr-ft-°F
insulator	 0.25 inches
_(0.1)(30)	
= 144 BTU/ft2-hr
gradial	 .25
12
Since the measured spray heat flux values were on the order of tens of
thousands of BTU/ft-hr, this loss is negligible.
Note that the spraying heat flux is directly proportional to
the temperature change during the measurement period and hence will have, at
the minimum, the uncertainty of that measurement. Based upon the estimated
assembly of the thermocouples and recording equipment, it is believed that
the temperature measurements had at best + 1°F accuracy. The corresponding
uncertainty is calculated as follows:
oq ^ A(T-To)
3230	 (1)
%/-2 -
Aq = 2340 BTU/ft2-hr
B--22
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As the results of the following paragraphs will
	 illustrate, this ab,^Olute
uncertainty can represent a 10% to 30% uncertainty in the computed spraying
heat flux value.
4.2	 Computed Heat Flux Data
Heat flux values computed using the above technique are sum-
marized in Table B-3.	 The parametric behavior of these data is discussed in
the following paragraphs.
The variation of heat flux with mean surface temperature is
shown in Figures B-8 and B-9, for a nominal pressure of 3.8 mm Hg. 	 The un-
certainty of each data point is indicated along with a curve following the
trend of the data.	 The data of Figure B-8 correspond to a target-to-nozzle
distance of 8.3 inches, while the data of Figure B-9 are for a distance of
9.75 inches.	 The greater spray Intensity of the closer location is seen to
produce the higher heat flux level expected in the absence of flooding. 	 Inp	 9	 p
both cases, the data are seen to display a downward trend in heat flux as the
surface temperature exceeds 100°F. 	 This trend is due to the increased bounce
and splattering (decreased efficiency) brought about by vaporization at the
droplet/target surface interface. 	 Such film boiling phenomenon would normally
be expected at surface-to-saturation temperature excesses on the order of
80°F (Reference 9), so this result 's not surprising. 	 Thus some loss in
efficiency can be expected in areas where the evaporator surface exceeds
100°F, and this loss increases rapidly with temperature as 150°F is exceeded.
The slight low temperature downward trend of the data of Figure B-9 is attributed
to the onset of surface flooding, which will be discussed in Section 4.3.
It is interesting to compare the relative magnitudes of the
maximum heat flux values shown in Figures B-8 and B-9.	 At the low temperature
i
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TABLE B-3
COMPUTED SPRAY HEAT FLUX VALUES
RUN #
PRESSURE
(mmHg)
TEMPERATURE
(OF)
HEAT FLUX
(BTU/FT2-HR)
1 3.9 149 35500
2 3.9 124 32300
3 3.8 109 38800
4 4.0 74 46300
5 4.6 149 63100
6 3.6 150 42000
7 3.0 154 41100
8 2.5 149 43000
9 4.5 69 35000
10 3.5 70 38800
11 3.0 69 40000
12 2.55 76 42900
13 3.82 150 45200
14 3.95 148 35600
15 3.3 150 116000
16 3.9 149 35600
17 3.75 122 38300
18 3.85 103 33800
19 4.4 149 67000
20 2.4 149 58000
21a 3.8 252 14500
21b ? 225 1780
21c I 198 3390(
21d 174 38806
21 a 136 38800
22a 4.5 98 59400
22b 3.0 99 48900
23a 3.7 47 29100
23b 42 29100
23c 70 29100
23d 61 32300
23e r 109 32300
23f 3.7 168 13600
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limit, the Figure B-8 (8.3°) data indicate a heat flux of 45,000 BTU/ft2-hr.
while the Figure B--9 (9.75") data indicate a nominal flux of 33,000 BTU/ft2-hr.
Thus the corresponding local mass fluxes (assuming-.- loon BTU/lbm) are
i
45 lbm/ft2-hr and 33 lbm/ft2-br, respectively.	 Since the mass distribution
in the spray cone should be source-like, the ratio of mass fluxes at the
same angular position and two different radial positions should have an
inverse square dependence on radius:
m1
2
=	
r2 	 =	 9.75	 2	
=	 1.382	 8.3
m^4 r i
THEORETICAL
The measured mass flux/heat flux ratio is:
q i 	 45,000
-
	
1.36
m2
G2	 33,000
MEASURED
' so that the source flow behavior of the spray can be considered verified in
F the light of the uncertainty of the present data.
^- The effect of pressure on spray heat flux in a fixed geometry
is shown in Figure 5-10.
	 Data points for various surface temperatures are
^-T indicated, along with their associated uncertain ty.	 There9	 Y•	 appears to be no
n
trend in terms of surface temperature effects, and a slight, downward trend
LS appears as the triple point is approached.	 It is therefore concluded that the
efficiency of the spray heat transfer process is not significantly effected by
pressures ranging from 2.5m to just below the triple point.
The effect of angular position in the spray is illustrated by
the results of Runs 03, n14, and #lb, as shown in Figure B-11.	 For 611 three
1 B-27
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runs, the radial distance was 9.75 inches and the target was normal to the
ray. The outer angular location (40°) displayed a somewhat higher heat flux 	
9
than the 45° and 500
 locations. This effect is explained by the spray pattern
data of Section 4.0. For the WAA-14 nozzle at a 3.8 mm back pressure, the outer
and inner boundaries of the spray were found to be 25 0
 and 500 , while the
maximum spray intensity occurred at 37°. Thus the 40" data point corresponds
to near-maximum spray intensity, while the 45° and 50° points are toward the
inner edge of the spray. It is interesting to note that reiative'v high
fluxes were measured at the very edge of the spray, while in some abortive
runs the target was placed just outside the spray and recorded no heat transfer.
4.3	 Preliminary Flooding _Boundary
Surface flooding is an extremely important constraint in flash
evaporator design : if the spray mass flux exceeds a critical value, an in-
cident droplet will fail to evaporate before another strikes the same spot.
Water then accumulates and the device efficiency decreases. The heat flux
corresponding to this mass flux is then the maximum attainable, and defines
the minimum beat exchanger surface area. This flooding phenomenon is obviously
surface temperature dependent and occurs even when the heat exchanger core is
capable of transferring the equivalent or greater heat fluxes.
Three pieces of information which bear upon the flooding
phenomenon were obtained in this study : the data of Figure B-8, which indicate
no flooding at a temperature of 50°F and a flux of 45,000 BTU/ft2-hr; the data
of Figure B-9, which indicate incipient flooding at a temnerature of 40°F and a
flux of 33,000 BTU/ft2-hr; and the results of Run 7#15 (R = 4.8; inches), which
indicate no flooding at a temperature of 129°F and a flux of 116,nnn BTU/ft2-hr.
In addition, it is obvious that flooding will occur at essentially zero heat
B-30
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flux when the surface temperature is at the saturation value of 29°F (3.8 mm. Hg).
These data are plotted in Figure 8-12, with the uncertainty indicated. If it is
assumed that the incipient flooding point and its associated uncertainty define
the flooding boundary, the indicated band results. The non-flooding data points
do fall outside this boundary, as the results are self consistent. This boundary
is preliminary, but use of it should be conservative. Further definition of
this boundary should be a major objective of future spray testing and the un-
certainty associated with the transient measurement technique strongly recom-
mends adoption of i steady-state technique for such future tests.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based upon the results of these tests, the following conclusions
are drawn:
o A variety of phenomena are present in the impact/
evaporation process. At any instant, sublimation,
nucleate boiling, ice cap ejection, and mass ag-
glomeration may be occuring simultaneously.
o The efficiency of the phase change process appears
to deviate from 100% only under extreme conditions:
i.e., surface temperatures sufficiently high to
produce significant droplet bounce and splatter, or
surface temperature sufficiently low/pressure suf-
ficiently high to cause surface flooding.
o Based upon spraying heat flux values inferred from
target-transient response, it appears that droplet
bounce/splatter becomes significant at surface tem-
perature in excess of 1500 1= . A surface flooding
boundary is postulated which allows heat fluxes in
excess of 20,000 BTU/ft2-hr at a surface temperature
of 40°F. Thus the range of 100% efficient operating
condition is quite wide.
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6.0	 REEOWIENDATIONS
As background information, the various flash evaporator
droplet spray investigations and the types of data obtained or expected from
them are summarized in Table B-4. The two phases (1, 2) of impact and visuali-
zation testing, plus the spray pattern visualization work (3), are complete as
reported herein.	 In the Flash Evaporator Prototype 2 Program Plan, additional
droplet size and spatial distribution tests (4) are outlined. These tests,
which would utilize an optical array spectrometer, are currently planned for
the third quarter of 1973. As shown in Table B-4, they would provide quanti-
tative information as to the size and distribution of droplets within the spray.
However, the high speed film results and quantitative data of
the first three test series lead one to conclude that the complex impact/vapori-
zation process is of prime importance in the definition of flash evaporator
performance. Detail information on the spray itself, although interesting, is
not essential so long as the current class of spray nozzle is employed. It is
therefore recommended that additional spray impact/vaporization tests (5) be
substituted for the spatial distribution tests. The primary objective of these
tests would be refinement/completion of the definition of the flooding boundary
discussed in this report. In order to reduce experimental uncertanties, a
steady-state measurement technique would be employed. As shown schematically
in Figure B-3, the impact surface would be a segment of compact heat exchanger
core with Freon 21 as the transport fluid. A steady-state energy balance would
be utilized to infer the spraying heat flux as a function of surface temperature
and pressure.
n
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DATA
PARTICLE SIZE AND
TEST STATUS HEAT TRANSFER MASS-DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION
QUALITATIVE QUANITATIVE QUALITATIVE QUANITATIVE QUALITATIVE QUANITATIVE
1. :,gray Impact
& Vaporization
Completed
8/72 x x x
--I
2. Spray Impact Completed
& Vaporization 3/73 x X x X
-II
3. Spray Pattern Completed
Visualization 3/73 x x
4. Droplet Size and
Spatial Distri-
Planned for
3rd Quarter
X x x x
bution 1973
5. Spray Impact &
Vaporization
III
Suggested
Alternative
To (4)
x x X x
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APPENDIX C
COLD PLATE EVAPORATOR TESTING
	
1.0
	 INTRODUCTION/STWIARY
Due to the weight and cost penalties incurred in fabricating the
wound tube evaporator, an alternate method was sought. One method would be
to build the evaporator out of compact heat exchanger core. This would
result in a significant reduction in fabrication, cost, weight, and complexi-
ty over the original design. Using surplus Lunar Module cold plates, a
prototype cold plate evaporator was built and tested during October 1973.
The purpose of the test was to determine whether the "cold plate" evaporator
approach would function properly at various heat loads without ice or spray
buildup on the panels or along seams between panels. In addition, the ex-
haust duct was to be positioned at various points to determine what influence
exhaust duct location had on device operati+an and evaporator efficiency.
Both the ATM controller and a new predictor/corrector controller were used at
partial heat load to evaluate the response of the cold plate evaporator/con--
trolle, combination.
Test reslj . emonstrated that a cold plate evaporator will function
quite well at all heat loads and is less prone to ice formation than the ori-
ginal wound tube evaporator. The predictor/corrector controller functioned
extremely well at all heat loads above 5500 BTU/hr. Below this point, the
nozzle ices badly due to the short cycle time of the controller, and large
hold-up volume of the nozzle. Exhaust duct location seems to have little effect
on evaporator efficiency or ice formation. Conclusions of the testing are in
Section 4.0 of this Appendix.
	
2.0	 TEST ARTICLE DESCRIPTION
The cold plate evaporator was configured as shown in Figures C-1, C-2,
and C-3 '.,o meet the following typical radiator ' stop-off" evaporator performance
requirements:
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END AND BUITOM VIEW OF "COLD PLATE"
EVA PORATOR
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Evaporant Fluid System
Evaporant
Flowrate
Supply Pressure
Supply Temp.
Evaporator Pres.
Transport Fluid System
a.	 Fluid
Flowrate
Heat Load Range
Inlet Temperature
i
A
Deionized water
0 to 16 lb/hr
0 to 50 psig
Ambient
3.5 to4.omm
Freon 21
2200 lb/hr
o to 16,000 BTu/hr
4o° to 70°F
The configuration shown optimized surface location for use with either the
Deleven hollow cone nozzle (4.0--A-70°) or the solid cone nozzle (4.0-B-•900).
Q ^; The component mounting holes existing on the cold plates were filled with a.
high conductance silver epoxy to prevent leakage of the evaporant from the
CPE. The mating or intersections of the cold plate surfaces were sealed to
prevent evaporant leakage.
The plexiglass backcone was used to provide the proper position for
either of the 2 nozzles with respect to the cold plates and provide holes at
four locations for the evaporant exhaust evaluation. These orifice mounting
..	 holes in the backcone were fitted with plexiglas cover plates when not in use.
In addition, the bottom center cold plate was removeable such that an orifice
plate could be fitted opposite the spray nozzle. Figure C--4 shows the three
orifice configurations used in this test. The dual orifice arrangement in
the center was installed only in the top two positions on the 'backcone. The
large orifice plate was used to replace the removeable cold plate in the bottom
of the evaporator.
The instrumentation used in the test included the following: A Brown
multi-point recorder was used to record evaporator inlet and outlet temperatures
heater outlet temperature, and transport flowmeter temperature; A Honeywell
single point pin recorder was used to record outlet temperature to aid in con-
troller tests; Apollo immersion thermistors were placed in the inlet and outlet
lines to serve as control sensors for the predictor/corrector controller;
?	 Transport flow rate was measured with a Cox AN-8 flowmeter read on a Flow
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FIGURE C-k
ORIFICE PLATE CONFIGURATIONS USED
DURING TESTfoomm
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Technology frequency converter; evaporant flow rate was read out using a
t
Flow Technologies flowmeter feeding a Foxoboro Model FR-521-1- -2-50 frequency
converter.
3.0	 RESULTS
3.1 r^a orator Operation
Initial tests on the "cold plate" evaporator were ran with all cold	 3
plates and all exhaust orifice plates connected in series. These tests indi-
cated that the pressure drop across the z-aporator was too high to establish
a transport flow rate of 2200 pounds per hour. At a maximum obtainable AP of
250 pounds, transport flow rate was only 700 pph. The evaporator was removed
and replumbed as shown in Figure C-5 with all orifice plates and the nozzle
plate removed from the circuit. The evaporator was reinstalled and the maximum
flow rate obtainable at 250 pound:. AP was 1400 pph. It was decided that further
paralleling of the evaporator plates would increase maximum flow rate but only
at the expense of lowering the heat transfer coefficient. As a result, the
evaporator was left in this configuration and the maximum inlet temperature
changed to 85°F to provide the necessary 16,000 BTU/hr heat load and still main-
tain a 40°F outlet.
Typical cold plate evaporator operation is shown in Figure C-6. Twenty
steady state cold plate evaporator conditions were tested during the program
with various configurations of exhaust orifice and spray nozzles. The results 	 a
obtained showed that exhaust port location made no difference in operation spray 	 1
pattern or efficiency. The device operated with both the hollow and solid cone
nozzle with no apparant effect on efficiency. Efficiencies were calculated to
be between 80% and 85%. This low offici .ency is probably due to the non-optimum
design of the core and device configuration, and to spray carryover in the exhaust.
Detailed data from this testing is presented in Appendix A of Reference 7.
3.2	 Controller Operation
Outlet temperature control to a 401F setpoint was attempted with both
the ATM (on-off) type controller and the predictor /corrector (variable pulse rate)
ty}`.e controller.
The predictor /corrector controller uses two thermistor sensors, one in
both the inlet and the outlet streams. The inlet thermistor determines the pulse
rate and percent "on" time of the spray and the corrector or outlet thermistor
changes these parameters to account for system response changes. During these
t
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TYPICAL SPRAY PATTERN
	 ICE CHIPS FORMED AT NOZZLE
SHUT-OFF
I
ICE FORMATION ON PLEXIGIAS AROUND EXHAUST ORIFICE
FIGURE C- 6
FIGURE C-6 EVAPORATOR OPERATION AND ICING AROUND
EXHAUST ORIFICE
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tests, the controller was operated in both the predictor and predictor/cor-
rector modes. For inlet temperatures from 55 0F to 75°F, outlet temperature
was maintained within 1°F to 40°F operating with the predictor only. Tempera-
ture gradients as high as 1500 /hour did not fault the controller operation and
the corrector function was not required. Below an inlet temperature of S50F,
the nozzle "on" time was not sufficient to fill the nozzle hold up volume and
establish stable flow. As a result, ice chips rather than spray would be pri-
duced at random. These missed cycles would result in a run away condition at
the outlet and outlet temperature oscillated wildly. With nozzles having very
small hold up volume, nozzle cycle times less than 1/2 second could be tolerrted
and reliable operation could be expected at inlet temperatures approaching 40°F.
The ATM controller uses a thermistor sensor attached to the evaporator
wall or immersed in the outlet fluid stream. The controller is then set to turn
the valve on or off within some range of temperatures as seen by the sensor.
The span adjustment is a function of the response time of the system and the
time necessary for cold or hot fluid to reach the sensor. Any change in system
response time, such as variations in transport flow rate, affects the tempera-
ture swing of the outlet fluid. In the current design, no provision is made for
automatic span adjustments to compensate for response changes. Due to physical
limitations of the sensor-controller bridge network, the exact response of the-
"cold plate" evaporator could not be modeled and the minimum outlet swing obtained
was ± 5°F. A 10% reduction in transport flow rate with the same controller set-
tings increased the outlet swing to + 10°F.
4.0	 CONCLUSIONS
These preliminary tests indicate that an evaporator constructed of heat
exchanger core is entirely feasible. There was no tendency for the cold plates
to develop cold spots and ice formation in corners and along seams was not apparent.
Efficiency, however, ranged only from 80 to 85%. It is believed that this is due
largely to the design of this particular evaporator and the inability to establish
proper flow rates and temperatures. The savings in cost,-weight, and reliability
provided by this type of construction make the approach very desirable. A proper
cold plate design needs to be developed specifically for this application and
further tests run to determine whether overall system efficiency can be increased.
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In a(J ,11 +.i •,r, , the operation of a redundant transport loop needs to be evaluated. 	 J
't'r,^: 1•,ca±i•,r, of the vapor exhaust orifice had no effect on evaporator operation,
c('ficiency, of ice accumulation.
Considering the "make do" nature of the prototype design, controller
operation was remarkably good. The predictor/corrector controller operating
in only the predictor mode was able to hold outlet temperature to within 1° of
40°F. Control was reliable from maximum heat load all the way down to the point1	 where physical limitation of the valve /nozzle configuration made control erratic.
Further tests need to be run using a valve/nozzle arrangement with the smallest
hold up volume possible. Only then could a true evaluation of the predictor/
corrector be made.
Due to the mismatch between the ATM controller and the sensor which was
used, ATM operation was not impressive. At best, the outlet temperature varied
by -r 5°F. Proper sensor selection and correct sensor location would probably
reduce this swing considerably.
Of the two controllers used, the predictor /corrector seems most desirable.
7
Adjustments are sampler and less critical than those on the ATh4 controller, makar*
fine tuning of the controller much easier. In addition, the corrector mode makes
adjustments to compensate for variations in flow rate, efficiency and system
A
response unnecessary. The electronic package is also much easier to understand
and trouble shoot in the event of a malfunction. j
The ATM controller, however, is much more difficult to tune. Any change
in either set point or span results in a change in outlet temperature, outlet
stability, and nozzle operation. A long iterative set up period is required to
establish optimum operating conditions. However, any change affecting system
response such as transport flow rate can greatly affect system stability neces-
sitating a readjustment of the controller. No provision is made for automatical13
making these adjustments. Tnzring the test, a 10% variation in flow rate caused
the outlet temperature swing to double from + 5°F to + 100F.	 Il
APPENDIX D
WASTE WATER EVAPORATOR FEASIBILITY TESTING
	 4
1.0
	 SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
A test was conducted on 23 April 1974 to determine if the flash evaporator
can be used to dump waste water and to define those problem areas that need solving
for application of a waste water evaporator in the Space Shuttle. Approximately
27 Kg (60 pounds) per day of waste water is expected to be generated by the Shuttle
occupants and consideration is being given to dumping this waste water through an
evaporator. Advantages of flash evaporator use include elimination of a special
dumping system and/or holding tank system with the subsequent overall weight savings.
The Shuttle waste water has been estimated to be 50 percent urine and 50 percent
waste water.
Spraying of a waste water evaporant composed of 50 percent urine and 50
percent distilled water (collected within 24 hours of test) in the cold plate
evapoT '^,,r (described in Section 3.4) was performed with the following specific
objectives:
(1) Determine if particulate matter gets into the exhaust stream
(2) Investigate the filtering requirements of a waste water evaporator
(3) Investigate the amount of particulate buildup on the nozzle
and coldplate surfaces
(k) Determine the effect on performance of particulate buildup on
evaporator heat transfer surfaces
Approximately 13.5 Kg (30 pounds) of waste water was evaporated by the
cold plate evaporator during 2 hours and 20 minutes of testing. Operating at an
inlet temperature of 30BOK (950F), the transport fluid was cooled to 2800K (450F)
with evaporation efficiencies between 87 and 92 percent. The impinging spray
caused a froth and left a residue on the heat transfer surfaces but no trend
toward performen^e degradation was noticed. Further investigation is recommended,
however, to determine if residue does effect performance after extended operation.
The valve/nozzle/filter showed no buildup of solids or malfunctioning as
a result of waste water flow with a 60 p filter only, a 60 p and 10 V in
series or pulsing spray operation. A yellowish brown liquid collected in the
baffle trap and did not freeze or appear to evaporate.
.PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT MEM
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Since the test did not simulate the extended operation of Shuttle usage,
the clean-up also did not simulate the actual amount of residue or the time the
residue stays on the heat transfer surfaces before clean-up is initiated.
2.0	 TEST INSTALLATION AND TIMELINE
The test article, shown installed in Figure D-1, was the LEM coldplate
evaporator (CPE) constructed in October 1973 and the fluid hook-up essentially
duplicated that used previously and is shown schematically in Figure D-2. A
plexiglas baffle chamber 15.25 x 15.25 x 33 cm (6" x 6" x 13") was installed	 e.
over the orificed exhaust port to trap solid and liquid carryover from the evapora-
tor. Two LN2 cold traps (approximately 9 30 cm 2 (4 ft2 ) each) were placed in the
satellite vacuum chamber with the evaporator tc reduce waste water evaporant carry--
over into the large vacuum chamber. The bleed flow valve was opened during the
pulsing spray mode to heat the valve mounting plate and remained closed during the
continuous spraying nicZe. The evaporant valve contains a 10 micron falter and it
was supplemented by two additional filters of 10 microns and 60 microns upstream
of the valve.
Instrumentation consisted of three thermocoijJes and two flowmeters. The
thermocouples measured the evaporator inlet and outlet temperatures and the valve
mounting plate temperature. Flowmeters were placed in the transport loop and waste
water evaporant loop. The actual amount of evaporant sprayed was monitored con-
tinuously by weighing the supply tank and substracting the initial weight. Figure
D-3 gives the variation of the supply tank weight throughout the test and the rate
of evaporant sprayed.
The satellite vacuum chamber is approximately 1.2 m ( fit feet) in diameter and
1.8 m (6 feet) long. One end of the chamber is covered with a thick sheet of plexiglas
to allow full viewing of the complete test article in operation. This chamber is
connected to a 3 m (10 ft.) diameter vacuum chamber which connects directly to the
vacuum pumps. The large chamber can be isolated when the satellite chamber is to
be opened.
The urine part of the waste water solution was collected within 24 hours
prior to the test. An sntifoeming agent (G.E. Antifoam 60) in the amount of two
eye--droppers per 16.7 Kg (36.71 lbs.) of urine was added to the urine. The urine was
cut with an equal weight of distilled water. The waste water solution was loaded by
pulling a vacuum on the supply tank and allowing the vacuum to pull the well mixed
solution into the tank. A gaseous nitrogen source forced the waste water evaporant
out of the tank through a bottom hose connection.
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3.0	 EVAPORATOR PERFORMANCE
The total testing time was 2 hours and 20 minutes with the first
hour of testing accomplished in one hour and 32 Minutes clock time. The
remaining 1 hour and 20 minutes of testing required 2 hours and 46 minutes
clock time.
	 The chamber was brought up to atmospheric pressure twice to
clean the exhaust port cover to improve visibility: once at 60 minutes elapsed
i
time and once at 105 minutes.
	 Evaporator performance is recorded in the series
of photographs which follow and will be discussed according to elapsed time.
T + 00 • l$ • 30 	
At this time, 2 Kg(4.53 lbs) of waste water had been sprayed and several trends
are being established.
	 Frothing of the waste water occurred as the spray
E
impinged on the heat transfer surfaces.
	 The frothing is believed to have con-
tributed to the splattering within the evaporator cavity which speckled the
evaporator plexiglas backcone.
	 Exhaust vapor condensed and froze on the orifice
and an ice cone formed on the first baffle.
	 A small amount of liquid began to
accumulate in the baffle trap with no propensity for solidifying.
	 The downstream
portion of the baffle chamber was clear.
T + 00:30: 00
At this time, 3.4 Ka (7.48 lbs) of waste water had been sprayed. The large piece of
ice on the :irifice at T + 00:18:30 broke loose and blew into the trap.
	 Ice
can be seen to have reformed on the orifice as was the pattern throughout the
test.	 The ice cone on the first baffle is sho ywn slipping down the baffle.
Trapped liquid in the baffle chamber was entrained periodically in the flow andpp	 ^.	
	  	 i
, E
resulted in liquid splattering on the top and sides of the baffle chamber.
	 The
liquid in the trap had a yellowish--brown color.
	 Backcone speckling had made the
plexiglas opaque and the heat transfer surfaces were hidden from view.
T + 01:00:00
At this time, 6.7 Kg (1.73 lbs) of waste water had been sprayed. 	 The ice cone was 	 =^
on the floor of the baffle trap, setting in a considerable amount of liquid and
partially blocking the flow cross-sectional area.
	 Melting of the ice cone con-
:;;.
-tributed to the trapped liquid which was continually splattering on the baffle
top and sides.
	 The large liquid droplets which hit the sides of the baffle
F if
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left visible film patterns on the plexigl.as as it ran to the bottom. Liquid
droplets adhered to the top of the evaporator backcone and formed the pattern
shown. Although the heat transfer surfaces were not visible at this time, there
must have been some liquid in the evaporator since leaking occurred at coldplate
mating joints. The vacuum chamber was brought up to atmospheric pressure to
clean an exhaust port cover and improve evaporation cavity viewing.
T + 01: 30.45
At this time, a total of 10 Kg(22.03 lbs) of waste water evaporant has been sprayed.
This photo was taken after the evaporator spray was shut off. The liquid in
the baffle flash-froze as the pressure fell to about 1 to 2 mmHg. Previously
when the spray was stopped, liquid in the trap remained a liquid. It is believed
the partial melting of the ice cone diluted the trapped liquid and made it
susceptible to freezing as the pressure decreased.
T + 01.30:50
At this time, the chamber has been closed-up and the spray started. The amount
of evaporant sprayed has not changed signific^.^iy from the last photo. Liquid
was re-established in the trap as the pressure in the evaporation cavity increased.
All the various aspects concerning operation mentioned previously continued.
T + 02:20:00
At this time the test was terminated and a total of 13.4 Kg(29.53 lbs) of evaporant
had been sprayed. The vacuum chamber was isolated and brought up to atmospheric
pressure, the plexiglas door opened and the evaporator removed from the chamber.
Post--test examination included photographic documentation, visual inspection and
weighing the evaporator and baffle chamber. When the valve/nozzle mounting plate
was removed the residue on the heat transfer surfaces could be seen to be about
1 to 2 millimeters thick and had a wet appearance. Although the mounting plate
did collect a residue, probably from the splattering spray, the nozzle exterior
remained clean. Inspection of the internal parts of the nozzle revealed they
were likewise clean and showed no effect from the 13.2 Kg (29 lbs) of waste water.
The evaporant flow filters appeared clean to the naked eye.
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The evaporator has a strong smell of ammonia which was to be expected.
i
Liquid that condensed on the cold traps was clear when it melted but had an odor.
This was the case for both the satellite and large vacuum chamber cold traps.
F; Clean-up of the test article and associated equipment was begun immediately and
completed within 2 hours of the end of the test. 	 Warm water and paper towels
were all that were necessary to clean the residue from the evaporator.
Thermal performance of the evaporator using waste water as the
evaporant was similar to the performance obtained when deionized water was the
evaporant.	 Evaporator efficiencies varied between 87 and 92 percent, and did not
show a tendency to decrease during the test. 	 A residue built up on the evaporator
heat transfer surfaces to a thickness of approximately one-two millimeters and
had a very porous appearance.
A weight analysis was performed on the evaporator to determine the
weight of the residue deposited due to use of waste water as the evaporant.
-	 fo	 aTable D 1 summarizes the results of the weight analysis. 	 The total weightsolids
collected in the evaporator while spraying 13.4 kilograms of 50 percent urine
solution was 264 grams.	 This compares well with the Bi.oastronautics Data Book
which indicates a nominal value of 255 grams of solids in 13.4 kilograms of 50
percent urine solution.	 The variance of 3.5 percent could be accounted for in
the difference in the concentration of solids in the urine soIntions. 	 Solids
concentrations are known to be a function of the individual and his diet.
t
e
TABLE D-1
WASTE WATER FLASH EVAPORATOR `PEST WEIGHT ANALYSIS
F/E	 TRAP	 TOTAL
Weight Delta (Grams)	 201	 157	 358
Weight of Liquid In Trap After	 94
Test (Grams)
Weight of Solids Collected	 201	 63	 264
(Grams)
Weight of Solids Expected (Grams) 	 255
(7.. 9%* x 13.4 Kg = 2559)
Bioastronautics Data Book
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APPENDIX E
PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ANALYSES OF
THE PROTOTYPE 2 AND 3 PLASH EVAPORATORS
the vibroacoustics, acceleration or shock loading that will be seen on production
hardware, and therefore, analyses of these loads were not performed. The results
of the analyses are summarized below.
o The maximum allowable operating pressure for the hollow cone prototype
is 203 psi, the maximum allowable proof pressure is 305 psi or
1.5 times the operating pressure, and the burst pressure is 1015 psi.
o The thermal gradients and therefore stresses are so low that the
analysis is not presented in this report. The inlet temperature is
120° and the exit temperature is 40 0 . The maximum temperature drop
across the core is 20°.
o The prototypes will be supported by a set of straps acting as a
cradei. The straps will support the weight of the evaporator plus
approximately 25 pounds of equipment. Total estimated weight is
50 pounds, which presents no problem for two straps.
o The maximum allowable operating pressure for the solid cone prototype
is 237 psi, the maximum allowable proof pressure is 355 psi or 1.5
times the operating pressure, and the burst pressure is 1000 psi.
o The thermal gradients and support methods ^or the solid cone
prototype are the same as those for the hollow cone prototype.
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The analyses of the prototype 2 and 3 flash evaporators were performed
to determine the maximum safe operating pressure, analyze the mounting system, and
analyse the thermal effects. The prototype evaporators will not be subjected to
CE	 •
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DISCUSSION:
Factors-of Safety .- The following factors of safety are applicable to
the flash evaporator prototypes to be-used for thermal testing . at LTV
Aerospace. The factors of-safety-specified are minimum and shall be.usedp	 p	 ^
in addition to any. applicable vibration amplification factors, weld factors,
.	 ^y
etc.
•FACTORS
.....Element Type., proof* Burst
Pressurized linen , '.2:0 times nax. 4 times max.
and fittings operating pressure operating pressure
All other pressurized 1.5 times max. 2 times max.
components operating pressure operating pressure .
*No yielding at proof pressure
All external applied-loads shall produce no yielding at limit and no failure
at 1.5 times limit.
Design'Materials and Allowables - The-prototype flash evaporators are
	
- a
constructed of 3003-0 face sheets, core, and tubing. The braze filler material
is 4343 and the weld filler material is 4043. The filler material properties
are assumed to be higher than those of 3003-0. All welds and brazed joints are
	 m^ °
assumed to have 75% of the parent material properties along the interface.
Ftu
KS1
Fty
KS1
ELONG
%
F cy
KS1
Fsu
KSl
F sy
KS1
Endurance
Limit
KS1
3003-0	 14 5 14-23 5 10 3 7.
Ref: "Structural Aluminum Desi gn",
 Reynolds Pretal s Com pany, 1967, pg. 108.
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS: The structural analyses are shown on pages 5-11.
Two loading conditions have been considered, (a) an overall evaporator burst
pressure of .078 #Jin2 , and • (b) a maximum operating pressure. The maximum
safe operating pressure is determined for each prototype design by first deter-
mining the maximum. alloviabie proof pressure based on no yield, then taking 2/3
of the proof pressure as the maximum operating pressure. The burst pressure is
calculated based on the ultimate al1owables for the materials.
CONCLUSIONS: The prototype evaporators are adequate for the currently
planned testing to be done ' at LTV, but changes in material and design will be
required for a reliable minimum weight production type evaporator.
The shuttle environment as understood at this time is: an operating pressure of
395 psi, an acceleration loading of + 5 g's along all axes, a temperature
envelope of -100°F to x-300°F, and a high shock and vibration-loading. To meet
these requirements, an increase in the core sheet thickness of 30% or a higher
strength core material is required. The exit and intake 'manifolds should have
more continuous load paths, such as a formed tube, shown in Figure 7, or a
local thicker core gage under the weld area. Also some provisions for an inte-
gral mounting system should be incorporated in the design concept.
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APPENDIX F
PROTOTYPE 2 WOUND TUBE DESIGN SUMMOY
The Prototype 2 unit design was initially planned to be a refinement
of the Prototype I helically wound tube device shown in Figure F-1 with improve-
ments in nozzle performance, fabrication techniques, valve/nozzle integration,
and reduction in volume. The design requirements, identical to the Prototype I
unit, were 14.6 kw (50,000 BTU/hr) heat rejection capability with a 277.50K
(40°F) controlled outlet temperature device which incorporated redundant transport
passages and water spray nozzles (see Reference 2). Additionally, the same
Prototype I approach to heat load control and exhaust duct design was to be used.
A short summary of the design effort conducted is described in this Appendix.
The results of initial nozzle testing (reported in Section 3.0 of
Appendix A) indicated that the wound tube Prototype 2 evaporator could be reduced
in volume by 25% primarily by positioning the spray nozzle 30 cm (12 inches) from
the device floor. The sidewalk could be reduced in height by 50 mm (2 in.), and
a rather flat backcone with a 50 mm (2 in.) depth could be fabricated to which a
valve nozzle mounting plate could be mounted.
After careful consideration, the sidewall height of the Prototype I
device was retained, and a flat backcone was designed which incorporated the valve/
nozzle mounting plate was selected for simplicity of design, and cost of fabrication.
The valve/nozzle was mounted to this back plate with provisions for removal for
servicing.
The valve/nozzle design used a similar approach as used in the Prototype
I unit. The holdup volume was reduced, however, from 0.5 cc of the Prototype I
to 0.15 cc by redesign of the valve/nozzle method of attachment and method of nozzle
distributor holding technique, (the design goal was 0.10 cc). This reduction in
holdup volume resulted in approximately 1/3 less volume of holdup "ice chip s' during
cyclic operation.
Manufacturing and fabrication design improvements were the major dif-
ferences between the wound tube Prototype 2 and 1 device designs. Seamless drawn
tubing of rectangular cross section were to replace the structurally unreliable
port hole die extruded tubes used on the Prototype T device. Assembly techniques
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t(including draw forming, tube performing, etc.) were investigated with the
hand formed tube procedure selected, as in the previous fabrication, with little
additional tooling identified due to cost and technical risks involved.
	
Six
structural supports were designed to be tack welded and subsequently brazed to
the assembly to provide a structurally sound method of mounting the device.
An experimental program was conducted to determine the most promising
t.. approach of brazing the wound tube assembly to meet the current (1972) Shuttle
materials specification.	 The program included investigation of pre-assembly
cleaning, pre-braze cleaning, brazing and post braze cleaning procedures. 	 The
feasibility	 brazing the	 tube	 fluxlessof	 wound	 evaporator using standard vacuum
braze and vacuum brazing employing a volatile cleaner were experimentally in-
vestigated.	 Although successful brazes were obtained using both techniques, the
salt pot brazing process employed in the Prototype I fabrication was selected
because the state--of-the-art status of brazing the complicated wound tube assembly
was not developed and a high degree of technical risk would have been involved.
A structural analysis of the wound tube Prototype 2 design indicated
the proposed design was adequate for Shuttle application of the device. 	 The launch
vibroacoustic environment loads could be met providing a 90% braze between the
wound tubes could be obtained.	 The seamless drawn tubing had adequate strength
to withstand the Shuttle fluid internal pressures expected. 	 Six mounting lugs/
structural support members were identified to carry the expected pressure and
w:
vibration loadings.
The design of the wound tube Prototype 2 unit was completed during
March 1973.
	
During a thorough design review with NASA--3SC, however, it was de-
cided to forego fabrication of the device since the heat load requirements of the
Space Shuttle had become better defined as much higher values, and the need for
a top-off evaporator for supplementing radiator heat rejection and for water
management became firmly identified. 	 It was also desired to optimize the device
weight (because of Shuttle weight problems) and cost by fabricating the unit from
compact heat exchanger core. 	 The results of this approach are reported in Section
4.0 of this report.
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